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Prospectus Supplement
(To Prospectus dated July 20, 2009)

Bemis Company, Inc.

$400,000,000 4.50% Notes due 2021

        We are offering $400,000,000 principal amount of 4.50% notes due 2021 (the "notes").

        We will pay interest on the notes on April 15 and October 15 of each year, beginning on April 15, 2012. The notes will be issued only in
denominations of $2,000 and integral multiples of $1,000 above that amount.

        We may redeem the notes, in whole or in part, at any time and from time to time prior to their maturity at the redemption prices as
described under "Description of the Notes�Optional Redemption." If we experience a change of control triggering event, we may be required to
purchase the notes from holders at the applicable price as described under "Description of the Notes�Change of Control Triggering Event."

        The notes will be unsecured and will rank equally with all of our other unsecured unsubordinated indebtedness from time to time
outstanding.

Investing in the notes involves risks. See "Risk Factors" beginning on page S-10 of this prospectus
supplement for a discussion of certain risks that you should consider in connection with an investment in the
notes.

        Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any state securities commission has approved or disapproved of the notes or
determined if this prospectus supplement or the accompanying prospectus is truthful or complete. Any representation to the contrary is a
criminal offense.

Per Note Total
Price to public(1) 99.353% $ 397,412,000
Underwriting discount 0.650% $ 2,600,000
Proceeds, before expenses, to us(1) 98.703% $ 394,812,000

(1)
Plus accrued interest if any, from October 4, 2011, if settlement occurs after that date.

        The notes will not be listed on any securities exchange or quoted on any automated dealer quotation system. Currently, there is no public
market for the notes.

        The underwriters expect to deliver the notes to purchasers through the book-entry delivery system of The Depository Trust Company for
the benefit of its participants, including Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V. and Clearstream Banking société anonyme, on or about October 4, 2011.

Joint Book-Running Managers
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 ABOUT THIS PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT

        This document is in two parts. The first part is this prospectus supplement, which contains the specific terms of this offering of notes. The
second part, the accompanying prospectus dated July 20, 2009, gives more general information, some of which may not apply to this offering.

        This prospectus supplement and the information incorporated by reference in this prospectus supplement may add to, update or change the
information in the accompanying prospectus. If information in this prospectus supplement is inconsistent with information in the accompanying
prospectus, this prospectus supplement will apply and will supersede that information in the accompanying prospectus.

        It is important for you to read and consider all information contained or incorporated by reference in this prospectus supplement and the
accompanying prospectus in making your investment decision. You should also read and consider the information in the documents to which we
have referred you in "Where You Can Find More Information" in the accompanying prospectus.

        We have not, and the underwriters have not, authorized anyone to provide any information other than that provided or incorporated by
reference in this prospectus supplement, the accompanying prospectus and any free writing prospectus we may authorize to be delivered to you.
Neither we nor the underwriters take responsibility for, or can provide any assurance as to the reliability of, any other information that others
may give you. Neither the delivery of this prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus, nor any sale made hereunder, shall under
any circumstances create any implication that there has been no change in our affairs since the date of this prospectus supplement, or that the
information contained or incorporated by reference in this prospectus supplement, the accompanying prospectus or any free writing prospectus
filed by us with the Securities and Exchange Commission is correct as of any time subsequent to the date of such information. Our business,
financial condition, liquidity, results of operations and prospects may have changed since those dates.

        The distribution of this prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus and the offering of the notes in certain jurisdictions may
be restricted by law. This prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus may not be used for or in connection with, an offer or
solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation is not authorized or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make
such an offer or solicitation. See "Underwriting."

        In this prospectus supplement, unless otherwise stated or the context otherwise requires, references to "we," "us" and "our" refer to Bemis
Company, Inc. and its consolidated subsidiaries. If we use a capitalized term in this prospectus supplement and do not define the term in this
document, it is defined in the accompanying prospectus.

        Some of the market and industry data and forecasts included in this prospectus supplement are based on independent industry sources.
Although we believe that these independent sources are reliable, we have not independently verified the accuracy and completeness of this
information, nor have we independently verified the underlying economic assumptions relied upon in preparing any data or forecasts.

S-1
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 FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

        This prospectus supplement, the accompanying prospectus and the documents incorporated by reference herein and therein contain certain
estimates, predictions, and other "forward-looking statements" (as defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, and within
the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended).
Forward-looking statements are generally identified with the words "believe," "expect," "anticipate," "intend," "estimate," "target," "may,"
"will," "would," "plan," "project," "should," "continue," or the negative thereof or other similar expressions, or discussion of future goals or
aspirations, which are predictions of or indicate future events and trends and which do not relate to historical matters. Such statements are based
on information available to management as of the time of such statements and relate to, among other things, expectations of the business
environment in which we operate, projections of future performance (financial and otherwise), including those of acquired companies, perceived
opportunities in the market and statements regarding our mission and vision. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties and other factors, which may cause actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from anticipated future results,
performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. We undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise
any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise.

        Factors that could cause actual results to differ from those expected include, but are not limited to, general economic conditions caused by
inflation, interest rates, consumer confidence, rates of unemployment and foreign currency exchange rates; investment performance of assets in
our pension plans; competitive conditions within our markets, including the acceptance of our new and existing products; customer contract
bidding activity; threats or challenges to our patented or proprietary technologies; raw material costs, availability, and terms, particularly for
polymer resins and adhesives; price changes for raw materials and our ability to pass these price changes on to our customers or otherwise
manage commodity price fluctuation risks; unexpected energy surcharges; broad changes in customer order patterns; our ability to achieve
expected cost savings associated with cost management initiatives; the presence of adequate cash available for investment in our business in
order to maintain desired debt levels; a failure in our information technology infrastructure or applications; changes in governmental regulation,
especially in the areas of environmental, health and safety matters, fiscal incentives, and foreign investment; unexpected outcomes in our current
and future administrative and litigation proceedings; unexpected outcomes in our current and future tax proceedings; changes in domestic and
international tax laws; costs associated with the pursuit of business combinations; changes in our labor relations; and the impact of changes in
the world political environment including threatened or actual armed conflict. These and other risks, uncertainties, and assumptions identified
from time to time in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including without limitation, our Annual Report on Form 10-K
for the year ended December 31, 2010 and our Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q, could cause actual future results to differ materially from those
projected in the forward-looking statements. In addition, actual future results could differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking
statements as a result of changes in the assumptions used in making such forward-looking statements.

S-2
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 PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT SUMMARY

This summary highlights selected information about us. It may not contain all of the information that may be important to you in deciding
whether to invest in the notes. You should read this entire prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus, together with the
information incorporated by reference, before making an investment decision.

Our Business

        We believe we are the largest producer of flexible packaging in North and South America as measured by annual sales in 2010, with a
focus on utilizing proprietary technologies to design and manufacture differentiated products that offer extended shelf life, product freshness and
consumer appeal. More than half of our net sales have been to customers in the packaged food market segments that utilize our flexible
packaging for a wide variety of products throughout the grocery store, including packaging for bacon, hot dogs, cheese, candy, frozen foods,
cereals, snacks, fresh produce, coffee, condiments, pet food, toilet tissue and baked goods. Our flexible packaging business also provides
packaging for medical, pharmaceutical, lawn and garden, industrial, display and other end markets. In addition to flexible packaging, we
produce pressure sensitive adhesive products that we sell to label converters and customers in graphic and technical markets. We serve a variety
of customers, including leading worldwide food and consumer products companies, from 81 manufacturing facilities throughout North America,
South America, Europe and Asia. The combination of our modern manufacturing facilities and our emphasis on technological improvements has
enabled us to provide innovative products for over 150 years, allowing our customers to distinguish their products in the marketplace and grow
their sales.

        In 2010, we generated net sales of $4.835 billion and income from continuing operations of $209.7 million. In the first six months of 2011,
we generated net sales of $2.695 billion and income from continuing operations of $108.4 million. In 2010, approximately 67 percent of our net
sales were made in North America, 21 percent in Latin America, 11 percent in Europe and 1 percent in Asia Pacific.

Business Segments

        Our business activities are organized around our two business segments: flexible packaging and pressure sensitive materials.

Flexible Packaging (88 percent of 2010 sales)

        The flexible packaging segment manufactures a broad range of packaging for food, consumer goods, and industrial applications. Multilayer
flexible polymer film structures and laminates are sold for food, medical, and personal care products as well as non-food applications utilizing
vacuum or modified atmosphere packaging. Additional products include blown and cast stretch film products, carton sealing tapes and
application equipment, custom thermoformed and injection molded plastic packaging, multiwall paper bags, printed paper roll stock, and bag
closing materials. Markets for our products include processed and fresh meat, liquids, frozen foods, cereals, snacks, cheese, coffee, condiments,
candy, pet food, bakery, seed, lawn and garden, tissue, fresh produce, personal care and hygiene, disposable diapers, printed shrink overwrap for
the food and beverage industry, agribusiness, pharmaceutical, minerals, and medical device packaging.

Pressure Sensitive Materials (12 percent of 2010 sales)

        The pressure sensitive materials segment manufactures pressure sensitive adhesive coated paper and film substrates sold into label, graphic,
and technical markets. Products for label markets include narrow-web rolls of pressure sensitive paper, film, and metalized film printing stocks
used in high-speed
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printing and die-cutting. Products for graphic markets include pressure sensitive films used for decorative signage through computer-aided
plotters, digital and screen printers, and photographic overlaminate and mounting materials including optically clear films with built-in UV
inhibitors. Products for technical markets include micro-thin film adhesives used in delicate electronic parts assembly and pressure sensitive
applications utilizing foam and tape based stocks to perform fastening and mounting functions.

Industry Overview

        We compete in the global flexible packaging market and believe we are the largest producer of flexible packaging in North and South
America as measured by 2010 sales. The majority of our net sales are derived from the North American market, which generated approximately
$25.5 billion in industry sales in 2010 according to the Flexible Packaging Association. Food represents the largest end market served by
flexible packaging, accounting for over half of the total North American flexible packaging market in 2010.

        The overall flexible packaging industry remains generally fragmented, with a large number of competitors serving various applications.
Competition is largely based on service, innovation, quality and price.

Competitive Strengths

        Leading market positions.    We believe we are the largest producer of flexible packaging in North and South America based on 2010 sales.
We serve a wide variety of product categories, including packaging for bacon, hot dogs, cheese, candy, frozen foods, cereals, snacks, fresh
produce, coffee, condiments, pet food, toilet tissue and baked goods. In addition, we are also one of the largest suppliers of pressure sensitive
materials globally. We have built these leadership positions by consistently offering customers sophisticated, high-quality products. We intend to
continue to provide innovative product solutions and strong quality and service to our customers.

        Focus on strong end markets.    We primarily serve the food market, which accounted for approximately 65 percent of our 2010 net sales.
Packaged food products tend to exhibit stable demand in recessionary environments, particularly as away-from-home food consumption
declines. We have historically seen strong growth in our food packaging sales, as new products and applications have been introduced into the
retail consumer market. We have also increased our sales to the medical and pharmaceutical markets, which have been strong growth avenues
given aging population trends and the increasing number of applications where we can utilize our multi-layer flexible packaging capabilities.

        Superior product design and development capabilities.    We use our material science expertise to design and develop innovative
packaging films that offer competitive performance attributes that we believe differentiate us from our competitors. We employ a team of
research and development professionals who have years of experience working with chemical properties of specialty polymer resins and
adhesives. We use polyethylene as well as specialty resins and polymer formulations to produce unique packaging films. About half of our
products utilize innovative solutions developed through our modern research and development capabilities in recent years. Our product
development capabilities enable us to capitalize on growth opportunities and continue to enhance our relationships with our customers.

        Long-term relationships with a diverse group of established customers.    We serve a broad base of customers throughout the world. Our
customer base is comprised of regional and local food companies as well as established, global brand name food and consumer product
companies. We have long-standing relationships with our top ten customers. In fiscal 2010, our top 10 customers collectively accounted for
approximately 26 percent of our net sales, with no single customer representing more
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than 10 percent of net sales. More than half of our net sales are conducted under long-term customer contracts which provide for selling price
adjustments in response to raw material price fluctuations. These long-term contracts, together with our ability to adjust selling prices in
response to raw materials price increases for the remainder of our sales, mitigate our overall exposure to volatility in resin prices.

        Strong, stable free cash flow.    We generated $368.0 million of operating cash flow, or 7.6 percent of our net sales in 2010. Our free cash
flow, defined as cash flow from operations less capital expenditures, has been driven by our resilient and growing end markets and modest
capital expenditure requirements. We believe our manufacturing facilities are modern and maintained to very high operating standards. While
we regularly invest in the growth of our business, particularly to develop manufacturing platforms for new products, our maintenance needs are
limited. In 2011, we expect to spend approximately $125 to $150 million in total capital expenditures. Further, our ongoing implementation of
our World Class Manufacturing program initiatives has focused on continuous improvements in operating efficiencies and levels of working
capital. The stability of our cash flows is supported by our ability to adjust selling prices to address increases in raw material costs, either
through provisions in our customer contracts or according to typical industry practice.

        Proven management team.    We have an experienced and proven management team at both the executive and operating levels. Our Chief
Executive Officer has spent over 30 years at Bemis, and our overall management team has extensive manufacturing, technical, marketing and
management experience. Since the beginning of 2000, our sales with existing and new customers have grown, company-wide productivity has
improved and we have acquired and integrated 12 businesses.

 Our Growth Strategy

Focus on innovative packaging solutions to enhance sales

        Utilizing our modern research and development capabilities, we intend to maintain our focus on the development of innovative packaging
solutions to enhance our sales. We expect to continue to create product solutions that address specific customer and market needs. For example,
our innovative solutions extend the shelf life of perishable or refrigerated products, protect food safety, and reduce the package weight compared
to alternative packaging options, which addresses customer and retailer requirements for sustainability. We develop easy opening features for
consumers that maintain the shelf life of the product and eliminate the need for scissors or knives for opening. Additionally, we continue to
focus on medical and pharmaceutical end markets, which have experienced rapid growth in recent years, and we believe we can employ many of
our existing food packaging technologies in these markets. For example, drug-coated medical devices require protection not only for sterility but
shelf-life in order to maintain the potency of their drug coating.

Improve profitability through continued emphasis on operational and manufacturing excellence

        We intend to improve our profitability through focusing on World Class Manufacturing program initiatives and implementing best practices
across our facilities globally. In particular, we will continue to emphasize:

�
improving output on our existing equipment;

�
reducing waste;

�
pursuing purchasing savings; and

�
improving safety performance to reduce lost time and health care costs.

        We believe our ongoing focus on World Class Manufacturing program initiatives and best practices has the opportunity to yield significant
cost savings.

S-5
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Utilize free cash flow to reduce debt, grow and maximize returns on invested capital

        Over the years we generated significant operating cash flow, which has enabled us to grow our business, maintain our investment grade
credit profile and consistently return capital to shareholders through our dividends and opportunistic share repurchases.

 Recent Developments

Dixie Toga Tender Offer Completion

        On July 8, 2011, a wholly owned Brazilian subsidiary of ours, Dendron Participacoes Ltda., completed a tender offer for the purchase of
38 million shares of its Brazilian flexible packaging subsidiary, Dixie Toga, S.A. With this purchase, we have increased our indirect ownership
from 86 percent to 100 percent of the total issued and outstanding shares of Dixie Toga, S.A. The total cost of the purchase was approximately
$90 million.

Amendment of Revolving Bank Credit Agreement

        On July 21, 2011, we amended our revolving bank credit agreement, which we use primarily to support our issuance of commercial paper.
The amendment extended the term of the agreement from April 29, 2013 until July 21, 2016 and increased the total amount that may be
borrowed from $625 million to $800 million.

Mayor Packaging Acquisition

        On August 1, 2011, we acquired Mayor Packaging, a privately-owned manufacturer of consumer and specialty flexible packaging,
including a manufacturing facility in Dongguan, China. The cash purchase price paid at closing was approximately $93 million, which is subject
to customary post-closing adjustments.

 Corporate Information

        Bemis Company, Inc. is a Missouri corporation. Our principal executive offices are located at One Neenah Center, 4th Floor, Neenah,
Wisconsin 54957, and the telephone number is (920) 727-4100. Our common stock is listed under the symbol "BMS" on the New York Stock
Exchange.
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 The Offering

The summary below describes the principal terms of the notes. Certain of the terms and conditions described below are subject to
important limitations and exceptions. For a more detailed description of the terms and conditions of the notes, see the section entitled
"Description of the Notes." As used in this section, references to "we," "us" and "our" refer to Bemis Company, Inc. and not to its subsidiaries.

Issuer Bemis Company, Inc.

Notes Offered $400,000,000 aggregate principal amount of 4.50% Notes due 2021.

Maturity Date The notes will mature on October 15, 2021.

Further Issuances We may create and issue additional notes ranking equally and ratably with the notes in all
respects, so that such additional notes shall be consolidated and form a single series with the
notes, including for purposes of voting and redemptions, provided that if the additional notes
are not fungible with the notes offered hereby for United States federal income tax purposes,
the additional notes will have a separate CUSIP number.

Interest 4.50% per year.

Interest Payment Dates April 15 and October 15 of each year, beginning on April 15, 2012.

Ranking The notes:
�       are unsecured;
�       rank equally with all our existing and future unsecured and unsubordinated debt;
�       are senior to any future subordinated debt; and
�       are effectively subordinated to any of our future secured indebtedness to the extent of the
value of the assets securing such indebtedness.

As of June 30, 2011, we had indebtedness of approximately $1,482 million (excluding
intercompany liabilities) that ranks equally with the notes.

The notes are not guaranteed by any of our subsidiaries and will therefore be structurally
subordinated to all existing and future indebtedness and other obligations, including trade
payables, of our subsidiaries. As of June 30, 2011, our subsidiaries had approximately
$930.7 million of liabilities (excluding intercompany liabilities).
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Optional Redemption We may redeem, at our option, at any time and from time to time prior to maturity, any or all of
the notes, in whole or in part as described in the section entitled "Description of the
Notes�Optional Redemption."
In addition, at any time on or after the date that is three months prior to the maturity date of the
notes, we may redeem any or all of the notes at a redemption price equal to 100% of the
principal amount of the notes being redeemed, plus accrued and unpaid interest.

Change of Control Triggering Event Upon a Change of Control Triggering Event (as defined in "Description of the Notes�Change of
Control Triggering Event"), you will have the right to require us to repurchase your notes at a
repurchase price equal to 101% of the principal amount of the notes repurchased, plus accrued
and unpaid interest, as described under "Description of the Notes�Change of Control Triggering
Event."

Covenants The indenture under which the notes will be issued contains covenants for your benefit. These
covenants restrict our ability, with certain exceptions, to:
�       incur debt secured by liens;
�       engage in sale/leaseback transactions; and
�       merge or consolidate with another entity.

Form and Denomination The notes will be issued only in fully registered form without coupons, in denominations of
$2,000 and integral multiples of $1,000 above that amount.

Use of Proceeds We anticipate that we will receive approximately $394.1 million in net proceeds from the
offering of the notes, after deducting the underwriting discount and other estimated expenses of
the offering.

We intend to use the net proceeds from the sale of the notes to repay outstanding commercial
paper and for general corporate purposes. We intend to fund the repayment of $300 million
aggregate principal amount of our 4.875% notes due April 1, 2012 with the proceeds from
commercial paper issuances. Pending any such use, we intend to invest the net proceeds in
short-term interest-bearing accounts, securities or similar investments.

Risk Factors Investing in the notes involves risks. See "Risk Factors" beginning on page S-10 in this
prospectus supplement together with information contained or incorporated by reference in this
prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus for a discussion of factors you should
consider carefully before investing in the notes.

S-8
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 Summary Consolidated Financial Information

        The summary consolidated financial information below was derived from our consolidated financial statements. The unaudited interim
period financial information, in our opinion, includes all adjustments, which are normal and recurring in nature, necessary for a fair presentation
for the periods shown. Results for the six months ended June 30, 2011 are not necessarily indicative of results to be expected for the full fiscal
year. The information set forth below is qualified in its entirety by and should be read in conjunction with our Management's Discussion and
Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations and our consolidated financial statements and related notes incorporated by reference
into this prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus. See the section entitled "Where You Can Find More Information" in the
accompanying prospectus.

Year Ended December 31, Six Months Ended June 30,

2008 2009 2010 2010 2011
(In millions)

Operating Data
Net sales $ 3,779.4 $ 3,514.6 $ 4,835.0 $ 2,291.9 $ 2,694.6
Cost of products sold and other expenses 3,471.5 3,232.2 4,434.2 2,112.5 2,487.5
Interest expense 39.4 42.1 73.5 36.7 36.4
Income from continuing operations before income taxes 268.5 240.3 327.3 142.8 170.7
Provision for income taxes 96.3 87.8 117.6 51.4 62.3
Net income 172.2 152.5 211.5 94.0 108.4
Less: net income attributable to noncontrolling interests 6.0 5.3 6.4 3.6 2.9
Net income attributable to Bemis Company, Inc. 166.2 147.2 205.1 90.4 105.5
Capital Structure and Other Data
Working capital $ 560.9 $ 1,480.5 $ 791.7 $ 803.1 $ 979.9
Total assets 2,822.3 3,928.7 4,285.8 4,326.6 4,503.3
Short-term debt 26.6 31.3 2.9 14.2 22.4
Long-term debt 660.0 1,227.5 1,283.5 1,460.8 1,460.2
Shareholders' equity 1,382.5 1,851.7 1,927.4 1,829.3 1,886.9
Depreciation and amortization 162.0 159.3 209.7 101.8 112.1
Capital expenditures 120.5 89.2 113.2 39.3 61.3

 Consolidated Ratios of Earnings to Fixed Charges

        The following table presents our ratios of consolidated earnings to fixed charges for the periods presented.

Year Ended December 31,
Six Months

Ended June 30,

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2010 2011
Ratio of earnings to fixed charges(1) 6.0x 5.8x 6.6x 5.9x 5.0x 4.6x 5.4x

(1)
For purposes of calculating the ratios of earnings to fixed charges, earnings consist of income from continuing operations before
income taxes and income or loss from equity investees, non controlling interest in pretax income of subsidiaries that have not incurred
fixed charges, losses recognized in pre-tax income for less than 50% owned persons and capitalized interest amortization, plus fixed
charges. Fixed charges consist of interest expensed and capitalized expenses related to indebtedness, an estimate of interest within
rental expense and preference security dividend requirements.

        After giving effect to this offering and the application of the net proceeds as described in "Use of Proceeds," the ratio of earnings to fixed
charges would have been 4.1x for the year ended December 31, 2010 and 4.4x for the six months ended June 30, 2011.
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 RISK FACTORS

You should carefully consider the risks described below and in the documents incorporated by reference herein before making a decision to
invest in the notes. The risks and uncertainties described below and in the documents incorporated by reference herein are not the only ones
facing us. Additional risks and uncertainties not presently known to us or that we currently deem immaterial may also have a material adverse
effect on our business and operations.

If any of the matters included in the following risks were to occur, our business, financial condition, results of operations, cash flows or
prospects could be materially adversely affected. In such case, the trading price of the notes could decline and you may lose all or part of your
original investment.

Risks Relating to the Notes

Our financial performance and other factors could adversely impact our ability to make payments on the notes.

        Our ability to make scheduled payments with respect to our indebtedness, including the notes, will depend on our financial and operating
performance, which, in turn, is subject to prevailing economic conditions and to financial, business and other factors beyond our control. Please
read this prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus and the documents incorporated by reference in this prospectus supplement
and the accompanying prospectus, including the portions of our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K entitled "Risk Factors," for a
discussion of some of the factors that could affect our financial operating performance.

The terms of the indenture and the notes provide only limited protection against significant events that could adversely impact your
investment in the notes.

        As described under "Description of the Notes�Change of Control Triggering Event," upon the occurrence of a Change of Control Triggering
Event with respect to the notes, holders are entitled to require us to repurchase their notes at 101% of their principal amount. However, the
definition of the term "Change of Control Triggering Event" is limited and does not cover a variety of transactions (such as acquisitions by us or
recapitalizations) which could negatively impact the value of your notes. As such, if we were to enter into a significant corporate transaction that
would negatively impact the value of the notes, but which would not constitute a Change of Control Triggering Event with respect to such notes,
you would not have any rights to require us to repurchase the notes prior to their maturity. In addition, if we experience a Change of Control
Triggering Event with respect to the notes, we may not have sufficient financial resources available to satisfy our obligations to repurchase such
notes. Our failure to repurchase the notes as required under the indenture governing the notes would result in a default under the indenture,
which could have material adverse consequences for us and the holders of the notes.

        Furthermore, the indenture for the notes does not:

�
require us to maintain any financial ratios or specific levels of net worth, revenues, income, cash flow or liquidity;

�
limit our ability to incur indebtedness or other obligations that are equal in right of payment to the notes;

�
restrict our subsidiaries' ability to issue securities or otherwise incur indebtedness or other obligations that would be senior to
our equity interests in our subsidiaries and therefore rank effectively senior to the notes with respect to the assets of our
subsidiaries;

�
restrict our ability to repurchase or prepay any other of our securities or other indebtedness; or
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�
restrict our ability to make investments or to repurchase, or pay dividends or make other payments in respect of, our
common stock or other securities ranking junior to the notes.

        As a result of the foregoing, when evaluating the terms of the notes, you should be aware that the terms of the indenture and the notes do
not restrict our ability to engage in, or to otherwise be a party to, a variety of corporate transactions, circumstances and events that could have an
adverse impact on your investment in the notes.

The notes are effectively junior to the existing and future liabilities of our subsidiaries and to our secured debt to the extent of the assets
securing the same.

        Our subsidiaries are separate and distinct legal entities and have no obligation to pay any amounts due on the notes. In addition, any
payment of dividends, loans, or advances by our subsidiaries could be subject to statutory or contractual restrictions. Our right to receive any
assets of any of our subsidiaries upon their bankruptcy, liquidation or reorganization, and therefore the right of the holders of the notes to
participate in those assets, will be effectively subordinated to the claims of that subsidiary's creditors, including trade creditors. At June 30,
2011, our subsidiaries had approximately $43.3 million of debt outstanding.

        The notes are our unsecured obligations and will rank equally in right of payment with all of our other existing and future unsecured,
unsubordinated obligations. The notes are not secured by any of our assets. Claims of secured lenders with respect to assets securing their loans
will be prior to any claim of the holders of the notes with respect to those assets. At June 30, 2011, we had no secured debt outstanding.

There is currently no market for the notes. We cannot assure you that an active trading market will develop.

        The notes are a new issue of securities with no established trading market. We do not intend to apply for listing of the notes on any national
securities exchange or for quotation of the notes on any automated dealer quotation system. We have been advised by the underwriters that they
presently intend to make a market in the notes after completion of the offering. However, they are under no obligation to do so and may
discontinue any market-making activities at any time without any notice. We cannot assure the liquidity of the trading market for the notes or
that an active public market for the notes will develop. If an active public trading market for the notes does not develop, the market price and
liquidity of the notes will be adversely affected. See "Underwriting."

An increase in market rates could result in a decrease in the value of the notes.

        In general, as market interest rates rise, notes bearing interest at a fixed rate generally decline in value because the premium, if any, over
market interest rates will decline. Consequently, if you purchase the notes and market interest rates increase, the market value of your notes may
decline. We cannot predict the future level of market interest rates.

Changes in credit ratings issued by nationally recognized statistical rating organizations could adversely affect our cost of financing and the
market price of our securities.

        Credit rating agencies rate our debt securities, including the notes, on factors that include our operating results, actions that we take, their
view of the general outlook for our industry and their view of the general outlook for the economy. Actions taken by the rating agencies can
include maintaining, upgrading, or downgrading the current rating or placing us on a watch list for possible future downgrading. Downgrading
the credit rating of our debt securities or placing us on a watch list for possible future downgrading would likely increase our cost of financing,
limit our access to the capital markets and have an adverse effect on the market price of our securities, including the notes.
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 USE OF PROCEEDS

        We anticipate that we will receive approximately $394.1 million in net proceeds from the offering of the notes, after deducting the
underwriting discount and other estimated expenses of the offering.

        We intend to use the net proceeds from the sale of the notes to repay outstanding commercial paper and for general corporate purposes. We
intend to fund the repayment of $300 million aggregate principal amount of our 4.875% notes due April 1, 2012 with the proceeds from
commercial paper issuances. Pending any such use, we intend to invest the net proceeds in short-term interest-bearing accounts, securities or
similar investments. On September 23, 2011, we had approximately $506.5 million of commercial paper borrowings, which had a weighted
average maturity of 13 days and had a weighted average annual interest rate of 0.41%.
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 CAPITALIZATION

        The following table sets forth our capitalization as of June 30, 2011, and as adjusted to give effect to the sale of the notes in this offering.
You should read this table in conjunction with "Use of Proceeds" and our consolidated financial statements and related notes incorporated by
reference in this prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus. The as adjusted information may not reflect our cash, debt and
capitalization in the future.

As of June 30, 2011
Actual

(unaudited)
As Adjusted for

this Offering
(In thousands)

Current portion of long-term
debt $ 3,587 $ 3,587
Short-term borrowings 18,763 18,763
Long-term debt

Notes offered hereby � 400,000
Commercial paper(1) 332,000 �
Notes payable due 2012 at
interest rate of 4.875% 300,000 300,000
Industrial revenue bond
payable through 2012 at
interest rate of 1.61% 8,000 8,000
Notes payable due 2014 at
interest rate of 5.65% 399,583 399,583
Notes payable due 2019 at
interest rate of 6.80% 399,001 399,001
Debt of subsidiary
companies 21,109 21,109
Obligations under capital
leases 525 525

Total long-term debt 1,460,218 1,528,218

Total debt 1,482,568 1,550,568
Deferred taxes 175,543 175,543

Equity
Common stock issued
($0.10 par value;
500,000,000 shares
authorized;
126,863,012 shares issued) 12,686 12,686
Capital in excess of par
value 573,794 573,794
Retained earnings 1,804,975 1,804,975
Accumulated other
comprehensive income 162,664 162,664
Common stock held in
treasury
(22,767,891 shares) (667,242) (667,242)

Total Bemis Company,
Inc. shareholders' equity 1,886,877 1,886,877

Noncontrolling interests 52,584 52,584
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Total equity 1,939,461 1,939,461

Total capitalization $ 3,597,572 $ 3,665,572

(1)
On September 23, 2011, we had approximately $506.5 million of commercial paper borrowings.
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 DESCRIPTION OF THE NOTES

        The notes will constitute a new series of debt securities to be issued under an indenture dated as of June 15, 1995 between us and U.S. Bank
National Association, as trustee. The following description is only a summary of the material provisions of the notes and the indenture. You
should read these documents in their entirety because they, and not this description, define your rights as holders of the notes. Unless the context
requires otherwise, all references to "we," "us" and "our" in this section refer solely to Bemis Company, Inc. and not to its subsidiaries.

        The following description of the particular terms of the notes offered hereby supplements the general description of debt securities set forth
in the accompanying prospectus.

General

        The notes offered hereby will be issued in an initial aggregate principal amount of $400,000,000 and will mature on October 15, 2021. The
notes will be issued only in fully registered form without coupons in minimum denominations of $2,000 and integral multiples of $1,000 above
that amount. The notes will not be entitled to any sinking fund.

        Interest on the notes will accrue at the rate per annum shown on the cover of this prospectus supplement from October 4, 2011, or from the
most recent date to which interest has been paid or provided for, payable semi-annually on April 15 and October 15 of each year, beginning on
April 15, 2012, to the persons in whose names the notes are registered in the security register at the close of business on the April 1 or October 1
preceding the relevant interest payment date, except that interest payable at maturity shall be paid to the same persons to whom principal of the
notes is payable. Interest will be computed on the notes on the basis of a 360-day year of twelve 30-day months.

        The indenture does not limit the amount of notes that we may issue. We may from time to time, without notice to or the consent of the
registered holders of the notes, create and issue additional notes ranking equally and ratably with the notes being issued in this offering in all
respects (other than the issue price, the date of issuance, the payment of interest accruing prior to the issue date of such additional notes and, in
some cases, the first payment of interest following the issue date of such additional notes). Any such additional notes shall be consolidated and
form a single series with the notes being issued in this offering, including for purposes of voting and redemptions. If the additional notes are not
fungible with the notes offered hereby for United States federal income tax purposes, the additional notes will have a separate CUSIP number.

        There is no public trading market for the notes, and we do not intend to apply for listing of the notes on any national securities exchange or
for quotation of the notes on any automated dealer quotation system.

Ranking

        The notes will be our senior unsecured obligations and will rank equally in right of payment with any of our existing and future unsecured
and unsubordinated indebtedness. The notes will be effectively subordinated to any of our future secured indebtedness to the extent of the value
of the assets securing such indebtedness and effectively junior to liabilities of our subsidiaries. As of June 30, 2011, the aggregate principal
amount of our indebtedness was approximately $1,482.6 million (excluding intercompany liabilities), consisting of $1,106.6 million of notes
payable, $332.0 million of commercial paper, $43.3 million of subsidiary debt and $0.7 million of obligations under capital leases.

        The notes will not be guaranteed by any of our subsidiaries and will therefore be structurally subordinated to all existing and future
indebtedness and other obligations, including trade payables, of our subsidiaries. As of June 30, 2011, our subsidiaries had approximately
$930.7 million of liabilities (excluding intercompany liabilities).
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        The indenture does not limit our ability, or the ability of our subsidiaries, to incur additional indebtedness. The indenture and the terms of
the notes will not contain any covenants (other than those described herein) designed to afford holders of any notes protection in a highly
leveraged or other transaction involving us that may adversely affect holders of the notes.

Optional Redemption

        We may, at our option, at any time and from time to time redeem the notes, in whole or in part, on not less than 30 nor more than 60 days'
prior notice mailed to the holders of the notes.

        At any time prior to the date that is three months prior to the maturity date of the notes, the notes will be redeemable at a redemption price,
plus accrued and unpaid interest to the date of redemption, equal to the greater of (1) 100% of the principal amount of the notes to be redeemed
or (2) the sum of the present values of the remaining scheduled payments of principal and interest on the notes to be redeemed that would be due
after the related redemption date but for such redemption (except that, if such redemption date is not an interest payment date, the amount of the
next succeeding scheduled interest payment will be reduced by the amount of interest accrued thereon to the redemption date), discounted to the
redemption date on a semi-annual basis (assuming a 360-day year consisting of twelve 30-day months) at the Treasury Rate plus 40 basis points.

        At any time on or after the date that is three months prior to the maturity date of the notes, the notes will be redeemable at a redemption
price, plus accrued and unpaid interest to the date of redemption, equal to 100% of the principal amount of the notes being redeemed.

        "Treasury Rate" means, with respect to any redemption date, the rate per annum equal to the semi-annual equivalent yield to maturity
(computed as of the second business day immediately preceding such redemption date) of the Comparable Treasury Issue, assuming a price for
the Comparable Treasury Issue (expressed as a percentage of its principal amount) equal to the Comparable Treasury Price for such redemption
date.

        "Comparable Treasury Issue" means the United States Treasury security selected by an Independent Investment Banker that would be
utilized, at the time of selection and in accordance with customary financial practice, in pricing new issues of corporate debt securities of
comparable maturity to the remaining term of the notes. "Independent Investment Banker" means one of the Reference Treasury Dealers
appointed by us.

        "Comparable Treasury Price" means, with respect to any redemption date, (1) the average of the Reference Treasury Dealer Quotations for
such redemption date, after excluding the highest and lowest of such Reference Treasury Dealer Quotations, or (2) if the Independent Investment
Banker obtains fewer than six such Reference Treasury Dealer Quotations, the average of all Quotations obtained.

        "Reference Treasury Dealer" means each of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC and Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith Incorporated, or their
respective successors, one primary U.S. government securities dealer located in the United States (a "Primary Treasury Dealer") selected by
Wells Fargo Securities, LLC and two other nationally recognized investment banking firms that are Primary Treasury Dealers specified from
time to time by us, except that if any of the foregoing ceases to be a Primary Treasury Dealer, we are required to designate as a substitute
another nationally recognized investment banking firm that is a Primary Treasury Dealer.

        "Reference Treasury Dealer Quotations" means, with respect to each Reference Treasury Dealer and any redemption date, the average, as
determined by the Independent Investment Banker, of the bid and asked prices for the Comparable Treasury Issue (expressed in each case as a
percentage of its principal amount) quoted in writing to the Independent Investment Banker by such Reference Treasury Dealers as of 3:30 p.m.,
New York City time, on the third business day preceding such redemption date.
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        On and after any redemption date, interest will cease to accrue on the notes called for redemption. Prior to any redemption date, we are
required to deposit with a paying agent money sufficient to pay the redemption price of and accrued interest on the notes to be redeemed on such
date. If we are redeeming less than all the notes, the trustee under the indenture must select the notes to be redeemed by such method as the
trustee deems fair and appropriate in accordance with methods generally used at the time of selection by fiduciaries in similar circumstances.

Change of Control Triggering Event

        Upon the occurrence of a Change of Control Triggering Event with respect to the notes, unless we have exercised our right to redeem the
notes as described under "�Optional Redemption" by giving irrevocable notice to the trustee in accordance with the indenture, each holder of
notes will have the right to require us to purchase all or a portion of such holder's notes pursuant to the offer described below (the "Change of
Control Offer"), at a purchase price equal to 101% of the principal amount thereof plus accrued and unpaid interest, if any, to the date of
purchase (the "Change of Control Payment"), subject to the rights of holders of notes on the relevant record date to receive interest due on the
relevant interest payment date.

        Within 30 days following the date upon which the Change of Control Triggering Event occurred with respect to the notes, or at our option,
prior to any Change of Control but after the public announcement of the pending Change of Control, we will be required to send, by first class
mail, a notice to each holder of notes, with a copy to the trustee, which notice will govern the terms of the Change of Control Offer. Such notice
will state, among other things, the purchase date, which must be no earlier than 30 days nor later than 60 days from the date such notice is
mailed, other than as may be required by law (the "Change of Control Payment Date"). The notice, if mailed prior to the date of consummation
of the Change of Control, will state that the Change of Control Offer is conditioned on the Change of Control being consummated on or prior to
the Change of Control Payment Date.

        On the Change of Control Payment Date, we will, to the extent lawful:

�
accept or cause a third party to accept for payment all notes or portions of notes properly tendered pursuant to the Change of
Control Offer;

�
deposit or cause a third party to deposit with the paying agent an amount equal to the Change of Control Payment in respect
of all notes or portions of notes properly tendered; and

�
deliver or cause to be delivered to the trustee the notes properly accepted together with an officers' certificate stating the
aggregate principal amount of notes or portions of notes being repurchased and that all conditions precedent to the Change
of Control Offer and to the repurchase by us of notes pursuant to the Change of Control Offer have been complied with.

        We will not be required to make a Change of Control Offer with respect to the notes if a third party makes such an offer in the manner, at
the times and otherwise in compliance with the requirements for such an offer made by us and such third party purchases all the notes properly
tendered and not withdrawn under its offer.

        We will comply in all material respects with the requirements of Rule 14e-1 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the
"Exchange Act"), and any other securities laws and regulations thereunder to the extent those laws and regulations are applicable in connection
with the repurchase of the notes as a result of a Change of Control Triggering Event. To the extent that the provisions of any such securities laws
or regulations conflict with the Change of Control Offer provisions of the notes, we will comply with those securities laws and regulations and
will not be deemed to have breached our obligations under the Change of Control Offer provisions of the notes by virtue of any such conflict.
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        For purposes of the foregoing discussion of a Change of Control Offer, the following definitions are applicable:

        "Change of Control" means the occurrence of any of the following after the date of issuance of the notes:

        (1)   the direct or indirect sale, lease, transfer, conveyance or other disposition (other than by way of merger or consolidation), in one or a
series of related transactions, of all or substantially all of the assets of Bemis and its subsidiaries taken as a whole to any "person" or "group" (as
those terms are used in Section 13(d)(3) of the Exchange Act) other than to Bemis or one of its subsidiaries;

        (2)   the consummation of any transaction (including, without limitation, any merger or consolidation) the result of which is that any
"person" or "group" (as those terms are used in Section 13(d)(3) of the Exchange Act, it being agreed that an employee of Bemis or any of its
subsidiaries for whom shares are held under an employee stock ownership, employee retirement, employee savings or similar plan and whose
shares are voted in accordance with the instructions of such employee shall not be a member of a "group" (as that term is used in
Section 13(d)(3) of the Exchange Act) solely because such employee's shares are held by a trustee under said plan) becomes the "beneficial
owner" (as defined in Rules 13d-3 and 13d-5 under the Exchange Act), directly or indirectly, of our Voting Stock representing more than 50% of
the voting power of our outstanding Voting Stock;

        (3)   consolidate with, or merge with or into, any Person, or any Person consolidates with, or merge with or into, us, in any such event
pursuant to a transaction in which any of our outstanding Voting Stock or Voting Stock of such other Person is converted into or exchanged for
cash, securities or other property, other than any such transaction where our Voting Stock outstanding immediately prior to such transaction
constitutes, or is converted into or exchanged for, Voting Stock representing more than 50% of the voting power of the Voting Stock of the
surviving Person immediately after giving effect to such transaction;

        (4)   during any period of 24 consecutive calendar months, the majority of the members of our board of directors shall no longer be
composed of individuals (a) who were members of our board of directors on the first day of such period or (b) whose election or nomination to
our board of directors was approved by individuals referred to in clause (a) above constituting, at the time of such election or nomination, at least
a majority of our board of directors or, if directors are nominated by a committee of our board of directors, constituting at the time of such
nomination, at least a majority of such committee; or

        (5)   the adoption of a plan relating to our liquidation or dissolution.

        "Change of Control Triggering Event" means, with respect to the notes, the notes cease to be rated Investment Grade by each of the Rating
Agencies on any date during the period (the "Trigger Period") commencing 60 days prior to the first public announcement by us of any Change
of Control (or pending Change of Control) and ending 60 days following consummation of such Change of Control (which Trigger Period will
be extended following consummation of a Change of Control for so long as any of the Rating Agencies has publicly announced that it is
considering a possible ratings change). If a Rating Agency is not providing a rating for the notes at the commencement of any Trigger Period,
the notes will be deemed to have ceased to be rated Investment Grade by such Rating Agency during that Trigger Period.

        Notwithstanding the foregoing, no Change of Control Triggering Event will be deemed to have occurred in connection with any particular
Change of Control unless and until such Change of Control has actually been consummated.

        "Investment Grade" means a rating of Baa3 or better by Moody's (or its equivalent under any successor rating category of Moody's) and a
rating of BBB- or better by S&P (or its equivalent under
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any successor rating category of S&P), and the equivalent investment grade credit rating from any replacement rating agency or rating agencies
selected by us under the circumstances permitting us to select a replacement agency and in the manner for selecting a replacement agency, in
each case as set forth in the definition of "Rating Agency."

        "Moody's" means Moody's Investors Service, Inc., a subsidiary of Moody's Corporation, and its successors.

        "Rating Agency" means each of Moody's and S&P; provided, that if any of Moody's or S&P ceases to provide rating services to issuers or
investors, we may appoint another "nationally recognized statistical rating organization" within the meaning of Rule 15c3-1(c)(2)(vi)(F) under
the Exchange Act as a replacement for such Rating Agency; provided, that we shall give notice of such appointment to the trustee.

        "S&P" means Standard & Poor's Ratings Services, a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., and its successors.

        "Voting Stock" of any specified Person as of any date means the capital stock of such Person that is at the time entitled to vote generally in
the election of the board of directors of such Person.

        For purposes of the notes, the following definition is applicable:

        "Person" means any individual, corporation, partnership, limited liability company, business trust, association, joint-stock company, joint
venture, trust, incorporated or unincorporated organization or government or any agency or political subdivision thereof.

        The definition of Change of Control includes a phrase relating to the direct or indirect sale, lease, transfer, conveyance or other disposition
of "all or substantially all" of the properties or assets of Bemis and its subsidiaries taken as a whole. Although there is a limited body of case law
interpreting the phrase "substantially all," there is no precise, established definition of the phrase under applicable law. Accordingly, the
applicability of the requirement that we offer to repurchase the notes as a result of a sale, lease, transfer, conveyance or other disposition of less
than all of the assets of Bemis and its subsidiaries taken as a whole to another Person or group may be uncertain.

Book-Entry Delivery and Settlement

        Upon issuance, all notes will be represented by one or more fully registered global certificates, each of which we refer to as a global
security. Each such global security will be deposited with or on behalf of the Depository Trust Company ("DTC"), and registered in the name of
DTC or a nominee thereof. Purchasers of the notes can hold beneficial interests in the global notes only through DTC, or through the accounts
that Clearstream Banking, société anonyme, Luxembourg, or Euroclear Bank, S.A./N.V., as operator of the Euroclear System, maintain as
participants in DTC.

        A description of DTC's procedures with respect to the global securities is set forth in the sections "Description of Debt Securities We May
Offer�Global Securities" and "Legal Ownership and Book-Entry Issuance" in the accompanying prospectus.

Trustee

        U.S. Bank National Association is the trustee under the indenture. Initially, the trustee will also act as the paying agent, registrar and
custodian for the notes. The trustee also acts as trustee for our 401(k) savings plan and is the investment manager for equity funds for that plan.
In the ordinary course of their businesses, affiliates of the trustee have engaged in commercial banking transactions with us, and may in the
future engage in commercial banking and other transactions with us.
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 CERTAIN U.S. FEDERAL TAX CONSEQUENCES

        The following discussion summarizes the material U.S. federal income tax consequences of the ownership and disposition of the notes.

        This summary is based on the current provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, which we refer to as the "Code,"
regulations issued under the Code, judicial authority, and administrative rulings and interpretations of the Internal Revenue Service, or the
"IRS," all of which are subject to change. Any such change may be applied retroactively and may adversely affect the federal tax consequences
described in this offering prospectus supplement. We will not seek a ruling from the IRS, with respect to any matters discussed in this section,
and we cannot assure you that the IRS will not challenge one or more of the tax consequences described below.

        This summary addresses only tax consequences of owning and disposing of notes purchased in this offering at the original "issue price,"
which will equal the first price to the public (not including bond houses, brokers, or similar persons or organizations acting in the capacity of
underwriters, placement agents or wholesalers) at which a substantial amount of the notes is sold for money, and held as capital assets (within
the meaning of Section 1221 of the Code) and not as part of a "straddle", "hedge", or a "conversion transaction", or other risk reduction
transaction or other integrated investment for federal income tax purposes. This summary does not discuss all of the tax consequences that may
be relevant to particular investors or to investors subject to special treatment under the federal income tax laws (such as, without limitation,
insurance companies, financial institutions, tax-exempt organizations, pension and retirement plans and accounts, regulated investment
companies, securities dealers, expatriates, U.S. persons whose functional currency for tax purposes is not the U.S. dollar, investors in securities
that elect to use mark-to-market method of accounting for their security holdings, controlled foreign corporations, passive foreign investment
companies, pass-through entities, including partnerships and Subchapter S corporations, or investors in pass-through entities). This summary
does not address the effect of any U.S. state or local income or other tax law, any U.S. federal estate or gift tax laws, or any foreign tax laws.
When we use the term "holder" in this section, we are referring to a beneficial owner of the notes and not the record holder. Persons
considering the purchase of the notes should consult their tax advisers concerning the application of the U.S. federal tax laws to their
particular situations as well as any tax consequences of the beneficial ownership and disposition of the notes arising under the laws of
any other taxing jurisdiction.

U.S. Federal Income Tax Consequences to U.S. Holders

        The following is a general discussion of certain U.S. federal income tax consequences of the beneficial ownership and disposition of the
notes by a holder that is a United States person, or a "U.S. Holder." This section applies only to U.S. Holders. For purposes of this discussion, a
U.S. Holder is, for U.S. federal income tax purposes, a beneficial owner of a note that is:

�
an individual who is a citizen of the United States or who is a resident alien for U.S. federal income tax purposes;

�
a corporation, or other entity taxable as a corporation for U.S. federal income tax purposes, created or organized in or under
the laws of the United States or any State or political subdivision thereof or therein (including the District of Columbia);

�
an estate whose income is subject to U.S. federal income taxation regardless of its source; or

�
a trust if a court within the United States is able to exercise primary supervision over its administration and one or more
United States persons have the authority to control all of the substantial decisions of the trust or if the trust has a valid
election in effect under applicable Treasury Regulations to be treated as a United States person.
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Treatment of Interest

        All of the notes bear interest at a fixed rate. It is expected, and therefore this discussion assumes, that the notes will not be issued at a
discount that will exceed a de minimis amount for U.S. federal income tax purposes. Stated interest on the notes will generally be includable in
the income of a U.S. Holder as ordinary income as the interest accrues or is received in accordance with the U.S. Holder's method of tax
accounting for U.S. federal income tax purposes.

Treatment of Dispositions of Notes

        Upon the sale, exchange, redemption, retirement, or other taxable disposition of a note, a U.S. Holder generally will recognize gain or loss
equal to the difference between the amount of cash and the fair market value of any property received on such disposition (other than amounts
received in respect of accrued and unpaid interest, which will be taxable as ordinary interest income to the extent not previously included in
income) and the U.S. Holder's adjusted tax basis in the note. A U.S. Holder's adjusted tax basis in a note will be, in general, equal to the cost of
the note to the U.S. Holder. Gain or loss realized will generally be capital gain or loss, and will be long-term capital gain or loss if, at the time of
such sale, exchange, redemption, retirement, or other taxable disposition the note has been held for more than one year; otherwise, the capital
gain or loss will be short-term. Net long-term capital gain recognized by a non-corporate U.S. Holder is generally subject to lower U.S. federal
income tax rates than those applicable to ordinary income or net short-term capital gains. U.S. Holders are subject to certain limitations on the
deductibility of capital losses.

Possible Alternative Treatment

        The IRS could assert that our obligation to repurchase the notes for an amount equal to 101% of the principal amount of the notes, plus
accrued and unpaid interest to the date of repurchase, under the circumstances described above under the heading "Description of the
Notes�Change of Control Triggering Event," requires the notes to be treated as "contingent payment debt instruments" under the applicable
Treasury regulations. Under those regulations, a payment is not a contingent payment merely because of a contingency that, as of the issue date,
is either remote or incidental.

        We intend to take the position for U.S. federal income tax purposes that the likelihood that the notes will be repurchased as a result of a
Change of Control Triggering Event is remote and, therefore, that our obligation to repurchase the notes does not result in the notes being treated
as "contingent payment debt instruments." Our determination is not, however, binding on the IRS, which could challenge this position. If such a
challenge is successful, a U.S. Holder may be required to include in taxable income amounts in excess of stated interest, and to treat as ordinary
income rather than capital gain any gain realized on the taxable disposition of a note.

U.S. Federal Tax Consequences to Non-U.S. Holders

        The following is a general discussion of the U.S. federal income tax consequences of the beneficial ownership and disposition of the notes
by a holder that is not classified for U.S. federal income tax purposes as a partnership or as a "disregarded entity" and that is not a United States
Holder, a "Non-U.S. Holder." In the case of a Non-U.S. Holder who is an individual, the following summary assumes that such individual was
not formerly a United States citizen or a resident of the United States for U.S. federal income tax purposes. For purposes of the following
discussion, any interest income and any gain realized on the sale, exchange, retirement, or other disposition of the notes will generally be
considered "U.S. trade or business income" if such interest income or gain is (i) effectively connected with a non U.S. Holder's conduct of a
trade or business in the United States and (ii) in the case of a treaty resident, attributable to a permanent establishment (or in the case of an
individual, to a fixed
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base) in the United States. The following discussion assumes the IRS alternative treatment described immediately above does not apply.

Treatment of Interest

        Subject to the backup withholding rules generally summarized below, a Non-U.S. Holder will not be subject to U.S. federal income or
withholding tax in respect of interest income on the notes if each of the following requirements is satisfied:

�
the interest is not U.S. trade or business income;

�
the Non-U.S. Holder provides to the payor an appropriate statement on a properly executed IRS Form W-8BEN (or
substitute form), together with all appropriate attachments, signed under penalties of perjury, identifying the Non-U.S.
Holder and stating, among other things, that the Non-U.S. Holder is not a United States person. If a note is held through a
securities clearing organization, bank or another financial institution that holds customers' securities in the ordinary course of
its trade or business, this requirement is satisfied if (i) the Non-U.S. Holder provides such a form to the organization or
institution, and (ii) the organization or institution, under penalties of perjury, certifies to us that it has received such a form
from the beneficial owner or another intermediary and furnishes the payor with a copy;

�
the Non-U.S. Holder does not actually or constructively own 10% or more of the voting power of all classes of our voting
stock;

�
the Non-U.S. Holder is not a "controlled foreign corporation" that is actually or constructively related to us through stock
ownership; and

�
the Non-U.S. Holder is not a bank receiving interest described in Section 881(c)(3)(A) of the Code.

        To the extent any of these conditions is not met, a 30% withholding tax will apply to interest income on the notes, unless one of the
following two exceptions is satisfied. The first exception is that an applicable income tax treaty may reduce or eliminate such tax, although to
reduce or avoid withholding, a Non-U.S. Holder claiming the benefit of that treaty must provide to us or our paying agent a properly executed
IRS Form W-8BEN (or substitute form). The second exception is for interest that is U.S. trade or business income, although to avoid
withholding, the Non-U.S. Holder must generally provide an appropriate statement to that effect on an IRS Form W-8ECI (or substitute form).
In the case of the second exception, such Non-U.S. Holder generally will be subject to U.S. federal income tax with respect to all income from
the notes generally in the same manner as U.S. Holders as described above. Additionally, in such event, Non-U.S. Holders that are corporations
may be subject to a branch profits tax on such income. Special procedures contained in Treasury regulations may apply to partnerships, estates
and trusts, and intermediaries. We urge Non-U.S. Holders to consult their own tax advisers for information on the impact of these withholding
regulations, the impact of any applicable income tax treaties, or other rules from those described above.

Treatment of Dispositions of Notes

        Generally and subject to the backup withholding rules summarized below, a Non-U.S. Holder will not be subject to U.S. federal income tax
on gain realized upon the sale, exchange, redemption, retirement, or other disposition of a note unless:

�
such holder is an individual who is present in the United States for 183 days or more in the taxable year of the sale,
exchange, redemption, retirement, or other disposition and certain other conditions are met, or

�
the gain is U.S. trade or business income.
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        Proceeds from the disposition of a note that are attributable to accrued but unpaid interest generally will be subject to, or exempt from, tax
to the same extent as described above with respect to interest paid on a note (although such proceeds generally are not subject to withholding).

U.S. Information Reporting Requirements and Backup Withholding

        When required, we will report to the holders of the notes and the IRS amounts paid on or with respect to the notes and the amount of any
tax withheld from such payments.

U.S. Holders

        Certain U.S. Holders may be subject to backup withholding (currently at a rate of 28%) on payments of interest, principal, gross proceeds
from dispositions, and redemption premium, if any. In general, backup withholding will apply to a U.S. Holder only if the U.S. Holder:

�
fails to furnish its Taxpayer Identification Number, or TIN, which for an individual is his or her Social Security Number;

�
furnishes an incorrect TIN;

�
fails to properly report payments of interest and dividends; or

�
under certain circumstances, fails to certify, under penalties of perjury, that the TIN provided is correct and that the U.S.
Holder is not subject to backup withholding.

        A U.S. Holder will generally be eligible for an exemption from backup withholding if it provides a properly completed and executed IRS
Form W-9 (or substitute form) to us or our paying agent.

Non-U.S. Holders

        A Non-U.S. Holder that provides an IRS Form W-8BEN (or substitute form), signed under penalties of perjury, identifying the Non-U.S.
Holder and stating that the Non-U.S. Holder is not a United States person, will not be subject to U.S. backup withholding, provided that the
payor does not have any actual knowledge or reason to know that the holder is a United States person or otherwise does not satisfy the
requirements for an exemption.

        Information reporting and backup withholding requirements with respect to the payment of the proceeds from the disposition of a note by a
Non-U.S. Holder are as follows:

�
If the proceeds are paid to or through the U.S. office of a broker, the proceeds generally will be subject to information
reporting and backup withholding at the rate described in "�U.S. Holders." However, no such reporting and withholding is
required if: (i) the holder either certifies as to its status as a Non-U.S. Holder under penalties of perjury on an IRS
Form W-8BEN (or substitute form) or otherwise establishes an exemption, and (ii) the broker does not have actual
knowledge or reason to know that the holder is a United States person or otherwise does not satisfy the requirements for an
exemption.

�
If the proceeds are paid to or through a foreign office of a broker that is not a United States person or a "U.S. related person,"
as defined below, the proceeds will not be subject to backup withholding or information reporting.

�
If the proceeds are paid to or through a foreign office of a broker that is either a United States person or a "U.S. related
person," the proceeds generally will be subject to information reporting. However, no such reporting is required if (i) the
holder certifies as to its status as a Non-U.S. Holder under penalties of perjury or the broker has certain documentary
evidence in its files as to the Non-U.S. Holder's foreign status, and (ii) the broker has no actual knowledge or reason to know
that the holder is a United States person or otherwise does not satisfy the
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requirements for an exemption. Backup withholding generally will not apply to payments made through foreign offices of a
United States person or U.S. related person, absent actual knowledge that the payee is a United States person.

        For purposes of this paragraph, a "U.S. related person" is:

�
a "controlled foreign corporation" for U.S. federal income tax purposes;

�
a foreign person 50% or more of whose gross income during a specified three-year period is effectively connected with the
conduct of a U.S. trade or business; or

�
a foreign partnership if one or more of its partners are United States persons who, in the aggregate, hold more than 50% of
the income or capital interest of the partnership or if the partnership is engaged in the conduct of a U.S. trade or business.

        Backup withholding is not an additional tax and may be refunded or credited against the holder's U.S. federal income tax liability, provided
that certain required information is timely furnished to the IRS. The payor cannot refund amounts once withheld. The information reporting
requirements may apply regardless of whether withholding is required. Copies of the information returns reporting such interest and withholding
may be made available to the tax authorities in foreign countries under the provisions of a tax treaty or agreement.

The federal tax discussion set forth above is included for general information only, may not be applicable depending upon a
holder's particular situation, and is not legal or tax advice. Persons considering the purchase of the notes should consult their own tax
and other advisers concerning the application of the U.S. federal tax laws to their particular situations as well as any state, local, and
foreign tax consequences of the beneficial ownership and disposition of the notes arising under the laws of any other taxing jurisdiction.
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 UNDERWRITING

        Subject to the terms and conditions in the underwriting agreement among us, J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith Incorporated and Wells Fargo Securities, LLC, as representatives of the underwriters named below, we have agreed to sell to each
underwriter, and each underwriter has severally agreed to purchase from us, the principal amount of each series of notes set forth opposite the
names of the underwriters below:

Underwriters
Principal amount

of notes
J.P. Morgan Securities LLC $ 80,000,000
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith
                      Incorporated 80,000,000
Wells Fargo Securities, LLC 80,000,000
BNP Paribas Securities Corp. 80,000,000
U.S. Bancorp Investments, Inc. 22,500,000
ING Financial Markets LLC 20,000,000
Santander Investment Securities Inc. 12,500,000
SMBC Nikko Capital Markets Limited 12,500,000
The Williams Capital Group, L.P. 12,500,000

Total $ 400,000,000

        The underwriting agreement provides that the underwriters severally agree to purchase all of the notes if any of them are purchased. If an
underwriter defaults, the underwriting agreement provides that the purchase commitments of the non-defaulting underwriters may be increased
or the underwriting agreement may be terminated.

        The underwriters initially propose to offer the notes to the public at the public offering price that appears on the cover page of this
prospectus supplement. The underwriters may offer the notes to selected dealers at the public offering price minus a concession of up to 0.40%
of the principal amount of the notes. In addition, the underwriters may allow, and those selected dealers may reallow, a concession of up to
0.25% of the principal amount of the notes to certain other dealers. After the initial offering, the underwriters may change the public offering
price and any other selling terms. The underwriters may offer and sell notes through certain of their affiliates.

        The following table shows the underwriting discount to be paid to the underwriters in connection with this offering (expressed as a
percentage of the principal amount of the notes).

Paid by us
Per note. 0.650%
        In the underwriting agreement, we have agreed that:

�
We will pay our expenses related to the offering, which we estimate will be $750,000, excluding the underwriting discount.

�
We will indemnify the underwriters against certain liabilities, including liabilities under the Securities Act of 1933, as
amended, or contribute to payments that the underwriters may be required to make in respect of those liabilities.

        The underwriters are offering the notes, subject to prior sale, when, as and if issued to an accepted by them, subject to approval of legal
matters by their counsel, including the validity of the notes, and other conditions contained in the underwriting agreement, such as the receipt by
the underwriters of an
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officer's certificate and legal opinions. The underwriters reserve the right to withdraw, cancel or modify offers to the public and to reject orders
in whole or in part.

        The notes are a new issue of securities, and there is currently no established trading market for the notes. We do not intend to apply for the
notes to be listed on any securities exchange or to arrange for the notes to be quoted on any automated dealer quotation system. The underwriters
have advised us that they intend to make a market in the notes, but they are not obligated to do so. The underwriters may discontinue any
market-making in the notes at any time in their sole discretion. Accordingly, we cannot assure you that a liquid trading market will develop for
the notes, that you will be able to sell your notes at a particular time or that the prices that you receive when you sell will be favorable.

        In connection with the offering of the notes, the underwriters may engage in over-allotment, stabilizing transactions and syndicate covering
transactions. Over-allotment involves sales in excess of the offering size, which creates a short position for the underwriters. Stabilizing
transactions involve bids to purchase the notes in the open market for the purpose of pegging, fixing or maintaining the price of the notes.
Syndicate-covering transactions involve purchases of the notes in the open market after the distribution has been completed in order to cover
short positions. Stabilizing transactions and syndicate-covering transactions may cause the price of the notes to be higher than it would otherwise
be in the absence of those transactions. If the underwriters engage in stabilizing or syndicate-covering transactions, they may discontinue them at
any time.

        In the ordinary course of their respective businesses, the underwriters or their affiliates have engaged, or may in the future engage, in
commercial banking or investment banking transactions with Bemis Company, Inc. and its affiliates. In particular, affiliates of the underwriters
act as administrative agent, syndication agent, co-documentation agents and lenders under our long-term credit facility.

        In addition, in the ordinary course of their various business activities, the underwriters and their respective affiliates may make or hold a
broad array of investments and actively trade debt and equity securities (or related derivative securities) and financial instruments (including
bank loans) for their own account and for the accounts of their customers, and such investment and securities activities may involve securities
and instruments of ours or our affiliates. If any of the underwriters or their affiliates have a lending relationship with us, certain of those
underwriters or their affiliates routinely hedge, and certain other of those underwriters or their affiliates may hedge, their credit exposure to us
consistent with their customary risk management policies. Typically, these underwriters and their affiliates would hedge such exposure by
entering into transactions which consist of either the purchase of credit default swaps or the creation of short positions in our securities,
including potentially the notes offered hereby. Any such credit default positions or short positions could adversely affect future trading prices of
the notes offered hereby. The underwriters and their respective affiliates may also make investment recommendations or publish or express
independent research views in respect of such securities or financial instruments and may at any time hold, or recommend to clients that they
acquire, long or short positions in such securities and instruments.

        We expect that delivery of the notes will be made on or about October 4, 2011, which is the fifth business day following the date of pricing
of the notes. Under Rule 15c6-1 of the Exchange Act, trades in the secondary market generally are required to settle in three business days,
unless the parties to any such trade expressly agree otherwise. Accordingly, purchasers who wish to trade the notes on the date of pricing or the
next succeeding business day will be required, by virtue of the fact that the notes initially will settle in five business days (T +5), to specify an
alternative settlement cycle at the time of any such trade to prevent a failed settlement. Such purchasers should consult their own advisors.

        SMBC Nikko Capital Markets Limited is not a U.S. registered broker-dealer and, therefore, intends to participate in the offering outside of
the United States and, to the extent that the offering is within the United States, as facilitated by an affiliated U.S. registered broker-dealer,
SMBC Nikko
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Securities America, Inc. ("SMBC Nikko-SI"), as permitted under applicable law. To that end, SMBC Nikko Capital Markets Limited and SMBC
Nikko-SI have entered into an agreement pursuant to which SMBC Nikko-SI provides certain advisory and/or other services with respect to this
offering. In return for the provision of such services by SMBC Nikko-SI, SMBC Nikko Capital Markets Limited will pay to SMBC Nikko-SI a
mutually agreed-fee.

Selling Restrictions

        The notes may be offered and sold in the United States and certain jurisdictions outside of the United States in which such offer and sale is
permitted.

Notice to Prospective Investors in the European Economic Area

        In relation to each Member State of the European Economic Area which has implemented the Prospectus Directive (each, a "Relevant
Member State"), each underwriter has represented and agreed that with effect from and including the date on which the Prospectus Directive is
implemented in that Relevant Member State (the "Relevant Implementation Date") it has not made and will not make an offer of notes which are
the subject of the offering contemplated by this prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus to the public in that Relevant Member
State other than:

        (a)   to any legal entity which is a qualified investor as defined in the Prospectus Directive;

        (b)   to fewer than 100 or, if the Relevant Member State has implemented the relevant provision of the 2010 PD Amending Directive, 150,
natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined in the Prospectus Directive), as permitted under the Prospectus Directive,
subject to obtaining the prior consent of the Representatives for any such offer; or

        (c)   in any other circumstances falling within Article 3(2) of the Prospectus Directive,

        provided that no such offer of notes shall require the Company or any underwriter to publish a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the
Prospectus Directive. For the purposes of this provision, the expression an "offer of notes to the public" in relation to any notes in any Relevant
Member State means the communication in any form and by any means of sufficient information on the terms of the offer and the notes to be
offered so as to enable an investor to decide to purchase or subscribe the notes, as the same may be varied in that Member State by any measure
implementing the Prospectus Directive in that Member State.

        This prospectus supplement and accompanying prospectus have been prepared on the basis that any offer of notes in any Member State of
the European Economic Area which has implemented the Prospectus Directive (each, a "Relevant Member State") will be made pursuant to an
exemption under the Prospectus Directive from the requirement to publish a prospectus for offers of notes. Accordingly any person making or
intending to make an offer in that Relevant Member State of notes which are the subject of the placement contemplated in this prospectus
supplement and the accompanying prospectus may only do so in circumstances in which no obligation arises for the Company or any of the
underwriters to publish a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Directive, in each case, in relation to such offer. Neither the
Company nor the underwriters have authorised, nor do they authorise, the making of any offer of notes in circumstances in which an obligation
arises for the Company or the underwriters to publish a prospectus for such offer.

        The expression "Prospectus Directive" means Directive 2003/71/EC (and amendments thereto, including the 2010 PD Amending Directive,
to the extent implemented in the Relevant Member State), and includes any relevant implementing measure in the Relevant Member State and
the expression "2010 PD Amending Directive" means Directive 2010/73/EU.
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Notice to Prospective Investors in the United Kingdom

        This prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus are only being distributed to, and are only directed at, (1) persons who are
outside the United Kingdom or (2) investment professionals falling within Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the "Order") or (3) high net worth entities, and other persons to whom it may lawfully be communicated,
falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order (each such person being referred to as a "relevant person"). The notes are only available to, and
any invitation, offer or agreement to subscribe, purchase or otherwise acquire the notes will be engaged in only with, relevant persons. Any
person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this prospectus supplement or the accompanying prospectus or any of their
contents.

        Each underwriter has represented and agreed that:

        (a)   it has only communicated or caused to be communicated and will only communicate or cause to be communicated an invitation or
inducement to engage in investment activity (within the meaning of Section 21 of the Finance Service and Market Act 2000 ("FSMA") received
by it in connection with the issue or sale of the notes in circumstances in which Section 21(1) of the FSMA does not apply to the Company; and

        (b)   it has complied and will comply with all applicable provisions of the FSMA with respect to anything done by it in relation to the notes
in, from or otherwise involving the United Kingdom.

Notice to Prospective Investors in Hong Kong

        The notes may not be offered or sold to persons in Hong Kong by means of any document other than to persons whose ordinary business is
to buy or sell shares or debentures, whether as principal or agent, or in circumstances which do not constitute an offer to the public within the
meaning of the Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) of Hong Kong, and no advertisement, invitation or document relating to the notes may be
issued, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, which is directed at, or the contents of which are likely to be accessed or read by, the public in
Hong Kong except if permitted to do so under the securities laws of Hong Kong other than with respect to notes which are or are intended to be
disposed of only to persons outside Hong Kong or only to "professional investors" within the meaning of the Securities and Futures Ordinance
(Cap. 571) of Hong Kong and any rules made thereunder.

Notice to Prospective Investors in Japan

        The notes have not been and will not be registered under the Securities and Exchange Law of Japan (the "Securities and Exchange Law")
and each underwriter has agreed that it will not offer or sell any notes, directly or indirectly, in Japan or to, or for the benefit of, any resident of
Japan (which term as used herein means any person resident in Japan, including any corporation or other entity organized under the laws of
Japan), or to others for re-offering or resale, directly or indirectly, in Japan or to a resident of Japan, except pursuant to an exemption from the
registration requirements of, and otherwise in compliance with, the Securities and Exchange Law and any other applicable laws, regulations and
ministerial guidelines of Japan.

Notice to Prospective Investors in Singapore

        This prospectus supplement has not been registered as a prospectus with the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Accordingly, this prospectus
supplement and any other document or material in connection with the offer or sale, or invitation for subscription or purchase, of the notes may
not be circulated or distributed, nor may the notes be offered or sold, or be made the subject of an invitation for subscription or purchase,
whether directly or indirectly, to persons in Singapore other than (i) to an
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institutional investor under Section 274 of the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore (the "SFA"), (ii) to a relevant person, or any
person pursuant to Section 275(1A), and in accordance with the conditions, specified in Section 275 of the SFA or (iii) otherwise pursuant to,
and in accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable provision of the SFA.

        Where the notes are subscribed or purchased under Section 275 by a relevant person which is: (a) a corporation (which is not an accredited
investor) the sole business of which is to hold investments and the entire share capital of which is owned by one or more individuals, each of
whom is an accredited investor or (b) a trust (where the trustee is not an accredited investor) whose sole purpose is to hold investments and each
beneficiary is an accredited investor, shares, debentures and units of shares and debentures of that corporation or the beneficiaries' rights and
interest in that trust shall not be transferable for six months after that corporation or that trust has acquired the notes under Section 275 except:
(1) to an institutional investor under Section 274 of the SFA or to a relevant person, or any person pursuant to Section 275(1A), and in
accordance with the conditions, specified in Section 275 of the SFA; (2) where no consideration is given for the transfer; or (3) by operation of
law.

 VALIDITY OF THE NOTES

        The validity of the notes will be passed upon for us by Foley & Lardner LLP and for the underwriters by Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP.
Sheri H. Edison, Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary of Bemis Company, Inc., will pass upon certain additional legal matters.
Ms. Edison owns, or has the right to acquire, 20,516 shares of our common stock.

 EXPERTS

        The financial statements and management's assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting (which is included in
management's report on internal controls over financial reporting) incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement from the Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2010 have been so incorporated in reliance on the reports of
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, an independent registered public accounting firm, given upon their authority as experts in accounting and
auditing.

 WHERE YOU CAN FIND MORE INFORMATION

        We file annual, quarterly, current reports, proxy statements and other information with the SEC. You may read and copy any document we
file at the SEC's public reference room at 100 F Street NE, Washington, D.C. 20549. Please call the SEC at l-800-SEC-0330 for further
information on the public reference room. Our SEC filings, including the registration statement and the exhibits and schedules thereto are also
available to the public from the SEC's website at http://www.sec.gov. You can also access our SEC filings through our website at
www.bemis.com. Except as expressly set forth below, we are not incorporating by reference the contents of the SEC website or our website into
this prospectus supplement.

        The SEC allows us to incorporate by reference the information we file with the SEC, which means that we can disclose important
information to you by referring you to those documents. The information that we incorporate by reference is considered to be part of this
prospectus supplement.

        Information that we file later with the SEC will automatically update and supersede this information. This means that you must look at all
of the SEC filings that we incorporate by reference to determine if any of the statements in this prospectus supplement or in any documents
previously
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incorporated by reference have been modified or superseded. We incorporate by reference into this prospectus supplement the following
documents:

a)
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2010 ("2010 10-K"), filed on March 1, 2011.

b)
Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q for the quarters ended March 31, 2011, filed on May 10, 2011 and June 30, 2011, filed on
August 9, 2011.

c)
Our Current Reports on Form 8-K, filed on February 10, 2011, May 9, 2011, July 25, 2011, July 26, 2011, August 10, 2011
and September 27, 2011.

d)
Our Definitive Proxy Statement on Schedule 14A (those portions incorporated into our 2010 10-K).

e)
All documents filed by us under Sections 13(a), 13(c), 14 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended,
before the termination of this offering.

        Nothing in this prospectus supplement shall be deemed to incorporate information furnished but not filed with the SEC pursuant to
Item 2.02 or Item 7.01 of Form 8-K.

        You may request a copy of these filings and any exhibit incorporated by reference in these filings at no cost, by writing or telephoning us at
the following address or number:

Bemis Company, Inc.
One Neenah Center, 4th Floor

P.O. Box 669
Neenah, Wisconsin 54947

(920) 727-4100
Attention: Secretary
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BEMIS COMPANY, INC.

Bemis Company, Inc.
Debt Securities

Units
Preferred Stock

Depositary Shares
Common Stock

        We may offer to sell any of the following securities from time to time:                

�
debt securities;                

�
preferred stock, either directly or represented by depositary shares;                

�
common stock; and                

�
units, comprised of two or more securities, in any combination.

        The debt securities and preferred stock may be convertible into or exercisable or exchangeable for common or preferred stock of Bemis.
When we use the term "securities" in this prospectus, we mean any of the securities we may offer with this prospectus, unless we say otherwise.

        If any securities are to be listed or quoted on a securities exchange or quotation system, your prospectus supplement will say so. Our
common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange and trades under the symbol "BMS."

        The securities will be offered when they are first issued and sold.

        This prospectus describes some of the general terms that may apply to these securities and the general manner in which they may be
offered. The specific terms of any securities to be offered, and the specific manner in which they may be offered, will be described in a
supplement to this prospectus or incorporated into this prospectus by reference. You should read this prospectus and any supplement carefully
before you invest.

Investing in the securities involves risks. See the section entitled "Risk Factors" beginning on page 5 of our
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2008 incorporated by reference into this
prospectus and, if applicable, any risk factors described in any accompanying prospectus supplement.

        Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any state securities commission has approved or disapproved of these securities, or
determined if this prospectus is truthful or complete. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.

        When we issue new securities, we may offer them for sale to or through underwriters, dealers and agents or directly to purchasers. Your
prospectus supplement will include any required information about the firms we use and the discounts or commissions we may pay them for
their services.
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You should rely only on the information contained in this prospectus or any prospectus supplement, and in other offering material,
if any, or information contained in documents which you are referred to by this prospectus or any prospectus supplement, or in other
offering material, if any. We have not authorized anyone to provide you with different information. We are offering to sell the securities
only in jurisdictions where offers and sales are permitted. The information contained or incorporated by reference in this prospectus or
any prospectus supplement or other offering material is accurate only as of the date on the front of those documents, regardless of the
time of delivery of the documents or any sale of the securities.
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CAUTIONARY STATEMENT PURSUANT TO THE PRIVATE
SECURITIES LITIGATION REFORM ACT OF 1995

        We have included or incorporated by reference in this prospectus and any prospectus supplement statements that may constitute
"forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These
forward-looking statements are not historical facts but instead represent only Bemis's belief regarding future events, many of which, by their
nature, are inherently uncertain and outside of Bemis's control. It is possible that Bemis's actual results may differ, possibly materially, from the
anticipated results indicated in these forward-looking statements.

        Information regarding important factors that could cause actual results to differ, perhaps materially, from those in Bemis's forward-looking
statements is contained under the caption "Item 7�Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of
Operations�Forward-Looking Statements" in Bemis's Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2008, which is incorporated
into this prospectus by reference. See "Where You Can Find More Information" above for information about how to obtain a copy of this annual
report.

No dealer, salesperson or other person is authorized to give any information or to represent anything not contained in this
prospectus. You must not rely on any unauthorized information or representations. This prospectus is an offer to sell only the securities
it describes, but only under circumstances and in jurisdictions where it is lawful to do so. The information contained in this prospectus
is current only as of its date.

ABOUT THIS PROSPECTUS

        This prospectus is part of a registration statement that we filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC") using a shelf
registration process. Under this shelf process, we may sell any combination of the securities described in this prospectus in one or more
offerings. This prospectus provides you with a general description of the securities we or any selling security holders may offer.

        Each time we or any selling security holders sell securities, we will provide a prospectus supplement that will contain specific information
about the terms of that offering. In addition, selling security holders may sell securities under our shelf registration statement. We and any
underwriter or agent that we may from time to time retain may also provide other information relating to an offering, which we refer to as "other
offering material." The prospectus supplement as well as the other offering material may also add, update or change information contained in
this prospectus. You should read this prospectus, any prospectus supplement, any applicable pricing supplement, together with additional
information described in the section entitled "Where You Can Find More Information" and any other offering material. Throughout this
prospectus, where we indicate that information may be supplemented in an applicable prospectus supplement or supplements, that information
may also be supplemented in other offering material provided.

        To see more detail, you should read our registration statement and the exhibits filed with our registration statement.

        Unless we state otherwise or the context otherwise requires, references to "Bemis," "us," "we" or "our" in this prospectus mean Bemis
Company, Inc., and do not include the consolidated subsidiaries of Bemis Company, Inc. When we refer to "you" in this section, we mean all
purchasers of the securities being offered by this prospectus, whether they are the holders or only indirect owners of those securities.
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 BEMIS COMPANY, INC.

        We, either directly or indirectly through our subsidiaries, are a principal manufacturer of flexible packaging products and pressure sensitive
materials. We sell products to customers in the United States, Canada and Europe and have a growing presence in Asia Pacific, South America
and Mexico. In 2008, we derived approximately 83 percent of our sales from flexible packaging and approximately 17 percent of our sales from
pressure sensitive materials. The primary market for our products is the food industry. Other markets for our products include companies in the
following types of businesses: chemical, agribusiness, medical, pharmaceutical, personal care, electronics, automotive, construction, graphic
industries, and other consumer goods.

Flexible Packaging

        Our flexible packaging business segment provides packaging to a variety of end market segments, including meat and cheese, confectionery
and snack, frozen foods, lawn and garden, health and hygiene, beverages, medical devices, bakery, industrial, and dry foods. The most
significant raw materials used in this business segment are polymer resins, which we use to develop and manufacture single layer and multilayer
film products. Selling price changes lag about 90 days behind changes in our raw material costs, which results in negative operating margin
pressure during periods of cost increases and operating margin improvement during periods of cost decreases.

Pressure Sensitive Materials

        The pressure sensitive materials business segment offers adhesive products to three markets: prime and variable information labels, which
include roll label stock used in a wide variety of label markets; graphic design, used to create signage and decorations; and technical
components, which represent pressure sensitive components for industries such as the electronics, automotive, construction and medical
industries. Paper and adhesive are the primary raw materials used in our pressure sensitive materials business segment. For the last several years,
general economic conditions and competitive pressures have had a greater influence on selling prices and operating performance than raw
material costs.

        Our principal executive offices are located at One Neenah Center, 4th Floor, Neenah, Wisconsin 54957, and our telephone number is
920-727-4100.
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 CONSOLIDATED RATIO OF EARNINGS TO FIXED CHARGES

        The following table sets forth our ratio of earnings to fixed charges for the periods indicated:

Three Months
Ended

March 31, Fiscal Year Ended December 31,

2009 2008 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004
Ratio of Earnings to Fixed Charges 9.6 7.6 7.1 6.1 6.3 7.8 18.5

 RISK FACTORS

        Investing in our securities involves risk. Please carefully consider the risk factors described in our periodic reports filed with the SEC,
which are incorporated by reference in this prospectus, as well as any prospectus supplement relating to a specific security. Before making any
investment decision, you should carefully consider these risks as well as other information we include or incorporate by reference in this
prospectus or in any applicable prospectus supplement. These risks could materially affect our business, results of operation or financial
condition and affect the value of our securities. You could lose all or part of your investment. Additional risks and uncertainties not presently
known to us or that we currently deem immaterial may also affect our business, results of operation or financial condition.

 USE OF PROCEEDS

        Unless otherwise indicated in any prospectus supplement, we intend to use the net proceeds from the sale of securities for general corporate
purposes. General corporate purposes may include repayment of debt, investments in or extensions of credit to our subsidiaries, repurchases of
common stock, capital expenditures and the financing of possible acquisitions or business expansions. The net proceeds from the sale of
securities may be invested temporarily or applied to repay short-term obligations until they are used for their stated purpose.
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 DESCRIPTION OF DEBT SECURITIES WE MAY OFFER

        References to "Bemis," "us," "we" or "our" in this section mean Bemis Company, Inc., and do not include the consolidated subsidiaries of
Bemis Company, Inc. In this section, references to "holders" mean those who own debt securities registered in their own names, on the books
that we or the applicable trustee maintain for this purpose, and not those who own beneficial interests in debt securities registered in street name
or in debt securities issued in book-entry form through one or more depositaries. Owners of beneficial interests in the debt securities should read
the section below entitled "Legal Ownership and Book-Entry Issuance."

Debt Securities May Be Senior or Subordinated

        We may issue senior or subordinated debt securities. Neither the senior debt securities nor the subordinated debt securities will be secured
by any of our property or assets or the property or assets of our subsidiaries. Thus, by owning a debt security, you are one of our unsecured
creditors.

        The senior debt securities and, in the case of senior debt securities in bearer form, any related interest coupons, will be issued under our
senior debt indenture described below and will rank equally with all of our other unsecured and unsubordinated debt from time to time
outstanding.

        The subordinated debt securities and, in the case of subordinated debt securities in bearer form, any related interest coupons, will be issued
under our subordinated debt indenture described below and will be subordinate in right of payment to all of our "senior indebtedness," as defined
in the subordinated debt indenture. None of the indentures limit our ability to incur additional unsecured indebtedness.

        When we refer to "debt securities" in this prospectus, we mean both the senior debt securities and the subordinated debt securities.

The Senior Debt Indenture and Subordinated Debt Indenture

        The senior debt securities and the subordinated debt securities are each governed by a document called an indenture�the senior debt
indenture, in the case of the senior debt securities, and the subordinated debt indenture, in the case of the subordinated debt securities. Each
indenture is a contract between Bemis and U.S. Bank National Association, which acts as trustee. The indentures are substantially identical,
except for the provisions relating to subordination, which are included only in the subordinated debt indenture.

        Reference to the indenture or the trustee with respect to any debt securities means the indenture under which those debt securities are issued
and the trustee under that indenture.

        The trustee has two main roles:

1.
The trustee can enforce the rights of holders against us if we default on our obligations under the terms of the indenture or
the debt securities. There are some limitations on the extent to which the trustee acts on behalf of holders, described below
under "�Events of Default�Remedies If an Event of Default Occurs."

2.
The trustee performs administrative duties for us, such as sending interest payments and notices to holders, and transferring a
holder's debt securities to a new buyer if a holder sells.

        The indenture and its associated documents contain the full legal text of the matters described in this section. The indenture and the debt
securities are governed by New York law. A copy of each indenture is an exhibit to our registration statement. See "Where You Can Find More
Information" below for information on how to obtain a copy.
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 General

        We may issue as many distinct series of debt securities under any of the indentures as we wish. The provisions of the senior debt indenture
and the subordinated debt indenture allow us not only to issue debt securities with terms different from those previously issued under the
applicable indenture, but also to "reopen" a previous issue of a series of debt securities and issue additional debt securities of that series provided
that the additional notes are deemed part of the same "issue" as the previously issued notes for U.S. federal income tax purposes. We may issue
debt securities in amounts that exceed the total amount specified on the cover of your prospectus supplement at any time without your consent
and without notifying you. In addition, we may offer debt securities, together in the form of units with other debt securities, preferred stock or
common stock, as described below under "Description of Units We May Offer."

        This section summarizes the material terms of the debt securities that are common to all series, although the prospectus supplement which
describes the terms of each series of debt securities may also describe differences from the material terms summarized here.

        Because this section is a summary, it does not describe every aspect of the debt securities. This summary is subject to and qualified in its
entirety by reference to all of the provisions of the indenture, including definitions of certain terms used in the indenture. In this summary, we
describe the meaning of only some of the more important terms. For your convenience, we also include references in parentheses to certain
sections of the indenture. Whenever we refer to particular sections or defined terms of the indenture in this prospectus or in the prospectus
supplement, such sections or defined terms are incorporated by reference here or in the prospectus supplement. You must look to the indenture
for the most complete description of what we describe in summary form in this prospectus.

        This summary also is subject to and qualified by reference to the description of the particular terms of your series described in the
prospectus supplement. Those terms may vary from the terms described in this prospectus. The prospectus supplement relating to each series of
debt securities will be attached to the front of this prospectus. There may also be a further prospectus supplement, known as a pricing
supplement, which contains the precise terms of debt securities you are offered. In addition, we may also incorporate additional information
concerning the debt securities by reference into the registration statement of which this prospectus forms a part. See the section entitled "Where
You Can Find More Information."

        We may issue the debt securities as original issue discount securities, which may be offered and sold at a substantial discount below their
stated principal amount. (Section 301) The prospectus supplement relating to the original issue discount securities will describe the material U.S.
federal income tax considerations and other special considerations applicable to them. The debt securities may also be issued as indexed
securities or securities denominated in foreign currencies or currency units, as described in more detail in the prospectus supplement relating to
any of the particular debt securities. The prospectus supplement relating to any debt securities will also describe the material U.S. federal income
tax considerations applicable to such debt securities.

        The debt securities will be our direct, unsecured obligations. The indentures do not limit the amount of debt securities that we may issue.
The indentures permit us to issue debt securities from time to time, and debt securities issued under the indentures will be issued as part of a
series that have been established by us under either of the indentures. (Section 301) Unless a prospectus supplement relating to debt securities
states otherwise, the indentures and the terms of the debt securities will not contain any covenants designed to afford holders of any debt
securities protection in a highly leveraged or other transaction involving us that may adversely affect holders of the debt securities.

        In addition, the specific financial, legal and other terms particular to a series of debt securities will be described in the prospectus
supplement (Section 301) and, if applicable, a pricing supplement
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relating to the series. The prospectus supplement relating to a series of debt securities will describe the following terms of the series:

�
the title of the series of the securities;

�
any limit upon the aggregate principal amount of the series of the securities;

�
the person to whom interest on a security is payable, if other than the holder on the regular record date;

�
the date or dates on which the principal or installments of principal (and premium, if any) of the series of securities is or are
payable and any rights to extend such date or dates;

�
the rate or rates at which the series of the securities shall bear interest, if any, or the formula pursuant to which such rate or
rates shall be determined;

�
the date or dates from which such interest shall accrue, the interest payment dates on which such interest shall be payable,
the regular record dates for the interest payment dates and the circumstances, if any, in which we may defer interest
payments;

�
the place or places where the principal of (and premium, if any) and interest on the series of securities is payable;

�
if applicable, the period or periods within which, the price or prices at which and the terms and conditions upon which the
series of securities may be redeemed, in whole or in part;

�
our obligation, if any, to redeem or purchase securities of the series pursuant to any sinking fund or analogous provisions and
the period or periods within which, the price or prices at which and the terms and conditions upon which securities of the
series shall be redeemed or purchased, in whole or in part, pursuant to such obligation;

�
if other than denominations of $1,000 or any amount in excess thereof which is an integral multiple of $1,000, the
denominations in which the series of securities shall be issuable;

�
the currency, currencies or currency units in which payment of the principal of and any premium and interest on any the
series of securities shall be payable if other than the currency of the United States of America and the manner of determining
the U.S. dollar equivalent of the principal amount thereof;

�
if the principal of or any premium or interest on any securities of the series is to be payable in one or more currencies or
currency units other than that or those in which the securities are stated to be payable, the currency, currencies or currency
units in which payment of the principal of and any premium and interest on securities of such series as to which such
election is made shall be payable, and the periods within which and the terms and conditions upon which such election is to
be made;

�
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any other event or events of default applicable with respect to the series of securities;

�
if less than the principal amount thereof, the portion of the principal amount of the series of securities which shall be payable
upon declaration of acceleration of the maturity thereof;

�
whether the series of securities shall be issued in whole or in part in the form of one or more global securities and, if so, the
depositary or its nominee with respect to the series of securities and the circumstances under which the global security may
be registered for transfer or exchange in the name of a person other than the depositary or the nominee;

�
if principal of or any premium or interest on the series of securities is denominated or payable in a currency or currencies
other than the currency of the United States of America, the applicability of the provisions described under "�Defeasance"
below; and
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�
any other terms of the series.

 Overview of Remainder of this Description

        The remainder of this description summarizes:                

�
Additional Mechanics relevant to the debt securities under normal circumstances, such as how holders transfer ownership
and where we make payments;                

�
Holders' rights in several Special Situations, such as if we merge with another company or if we want to change a term of
the debt securities;                

�
Subordination Provisions in the subordinated debt indenture that may prohibit us from making payment on those
securities;                

�
Our right to release ourselves from all or some of our obligations under the debt securities and the indenture by a process
called Defeasance; and                

�
Holders' rights if we Default or experience other financial difficulties.

 Additional Mechanics

Form, Exchange and Transfer

        Unless we specify otherwise in the prospectus supplement, the debt securities will be issued:

�
only in fully registered form;

�
without interest coupons; and

�
in denominations that are even multiples of $1,000. (Section 302)

        Holders may have their debt securities exchanged for more debt securities of smaller denominations of not less than $1,000 or exchanged
for fewer debt securities of larger denominations, as long as the total principal amount is not changed. (Section 305).

        Holders may exchange or transfer debt securities at the office of the trustee. They may also replace lost, stolen or mutilated debt securities
at that office. The trustee acts as our agent for registering debt securities in the names of holders and transferring debt securities. We may change
this appointment to another entity or perform it ourselves. The entity performing the role of maintaining the list of registered holders is called the
security registrar. It will also perform transfers. The trustee's agent may require an indemnity before replacing any debt securities. (Sections 305,
306)

        Holders will not be required to pay a service charge to transfer or exchange debt securities, but holders may be required to pay for any tax
or other governmental charge associated with the exchange or transfer . The transfer or exchange will only be made if the security registrar is
satisfied with your proof of ownership. (Section 305, 306)
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        If we designate additional transfer agents, they will be named in the prospectus supplement. We may cancel the designation of any
particular transfer agent. We may also approve a change in the office through which any transfer agent acts. However, no designation or
rescission relieves the Company of its obligation to maintain an office in each place of payment for securities of any series. (Section 1002)

        If the debt securities are redeemable, we may block the transfer or exchange of debt securities during the period beginning 15 days before
the day we mail the notice of redemption and ending on the day of that mailing, in order to freeze the list of holders to prepare the mailing. We
may also refuse to register transfers or exchanges of debt securities selected for redemption, except that we will continue to permit transfers and
exchanges of the unredeemed portion of any debt security being partially redeemed. (Section 305)
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        The rules for an exchange described above apply to an exchange of debt securities for other debt securities of the same series and kind. If a
debt security is convertible, exercisable or exchangeable into or for a different kind of security, such as one that we have not issued, or for other
property, the rules governing that type of conversion, exercise or exchange will be described in the prospectus supplement.

Global Securities

        The debt securities of a series may be issued in whole or in part in the form of one or more global securities that will be deposited with or
on behalf of a depositary identified in the applicable prospectus supplement. Global securities will be issued in registered form and may be in
either temporary or permanent form.

        The related prospectus supplement will describe the specific terms of the depositary arrangement with respect to that series of debt
securities. We anticipate that the following provisions will apply to all depositary arrangements.

        Unless otherwise specified in an applicable prospectus supplement, global securities to be deposited with or on behalf of a depositary will
be registered in the name of that depositary or its nominee. Upon the issuance of a global security, the depositary for that global security will
credit the respective principal amounts of the debt securities represented by such global security to the participants that have accounts with that
depositary or its nominee. Ownership of beneficial interests in those global securities will be limited to participants in the depositary or persons
that may hold interests through these participants.

        A participant's ownership of beneficial interests in these global securities will be shown on the records maintained by the depositary or its
nominee. The transfer of a participant's beneficial interest will only be effected through these records. A person whose ownership of beneficial
interests in these global securities is held through a participant will be shown on, and the transfer of that ownership interest within that
participant will be effected only through, records maintained by the participant. The laws of some jurisdictions require that certain purchasers of
securities take physical delivery of such securities in definitive form. Limits and laws of this nature may impair your ability to transfer beneficial
interests in a global security.

        Except as set forth below and in the indenture, owners of beneficial interests in the global security will not be entitled to receive debt
securities of the series represented by that global security in definitive form and will not be considered to be the owners or holders of those debt
securities under the global security. Because the depositary can act only on behalf of participants, which in turn act on behalf of indirect
participants, the ability of beneficial owners of interests in a global security to pledge such interests to persons or entities that do not participate
in the depositary system, or otherwise take actions in respect of such interests, may be affected by the lack of a physical certificate evidencing
such interests. No beneficial owner of an interest in the global security will be able to transfer that interest except in accordance with the
depositary's applicable procedures, in addition to those provided for under the applicable indenture and, if applicable, those of Euroclear
Bank S.A./N.V., as operator of the Euroclear System, Clearstream International and/or any other relevant clearing system.

        We will make payment of principal of, premium, if any, and any interest on global securities to the depositary or its nominee, as the case
may be, as the registered owner or the holder of the global security. None of us, the trustee, any paying agent or the securities registrar for those
debt securities will have any responsibility or liability for any aspect of the records relating to, or payments made on account of, beneficial
ownership interests in a global security or for maintaining, supervising or reviewing any records relating to those beneficial ownership interests.
(Sections 307, 308)

        We expect that the depositary for a permanent global security, upon receipt of any payment in respect of a permanent global security, will
immediately credit participants' accounts with payments in
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amounts proportionate to their respective beneficial interests in the principal amount of that global security as shown on the records of the
depositary. We also expect that payments by participants to owners of beneficial interests in the global security held through those participants
will be governed by standing instructions and customary practices, as is now the case with securities held for the accounts of customers in bearer
form or registered in "street name," and will be the responsibility of those participants.

        We may at any time and in our sole discretion determine not to have any debt securities represented by one or more global securities. In
such event, we will issue debt securities in definitive form in exchange for all of the global securities representing such debt securities.
(Section 305)

        If set forth in the applicable prospectus supplement, an owner of a beneficial interest in a global security may, on terms acceptable to us and
the depositary, receive debt securities of that series in definitive form. In that event, an owner of a beneficial interest in a global security will be
entitled to physical delivery in definitive form of debt securities of the series represented by that global security equal in principal amount to that
beneficial interest and to have those debt securities registered in its name. (Section 305)

Registered and Bearer Securities

        Registered securities may be exchangeable for other debt securities of the same series, registered in the same name, for the same aggregate
principal amount in authorized denominations and will be transferable at any time or from time to time at the office of the trustee. The holder
will not pay a service charge for any such exchange or transfer except for any tax or governmental charge incidental thereto. (Section 305) If
permitted by applicable laws and regulations, the prospectus supplement will describe the terms upon which registered securities may be
exchanged for bearer securities of the series. If any bearer securities are issued, any restrictions applicable to the offer, sale or delivery of bearer
securities and the terms upon which bearer securities may be exchanged for registered securities of the same series will be described in the
prospectus supplement.

Payment and Paying Agents

        We will pay interest to the person listed in the trustee's records at the close of business on a particular day in advance of each due date for
interest, even if that person no longer owns the debt security on the interest due date. Except as otherwise may be stated in the prospectus
supplement, the record date will be the last day of the calendar month preceding an interest due date if such interest due date is the fifteenth day
of the calendar month and will be the fifteenth day of the calendar month preceding an interest due date if such interest due date is the first day
of the calendar month. (Section 307) Holders buying and selling debt securities must work out between them how to compensate for the fact that
we will pay all the interest for an interest period to the one who is the registered holder on the regular record date. The most common manner is
to adjust the sale price of the securities to pro-rate interest fairly between buyer and seller. This prorated interest amount is called accrued
interest.

        We will pay interest, principal and any other money due on the debt securities at the corporate trust office of the trustee. That office is
currently located at 60 Livingston Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55107. Holders must make arrangements to have their payments picked up at or wired
from that office. We may also choose to pay interest by mailing checks.

BOOK-ENTRY AND OTHER INDIRECT HOLDERS SHOULD CONSULT THEIR BANKS, BROKERS OR OTHER FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS FOR INFORMATION ON HOW THEY WILL RECEIVE PAYMENTS.
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        We may also arrange for additional payment offices and may cancel or change these offices, including our use of the trustee's corporate
trust office. These offices are called paying agents. We may also choose to act as our own paying agent or choose one of our subsidiaries to do
so. We must notify the trustee of any changes in the paying agents for any particular series of debt securities. (Section 1002)

Notices

        We and the trustee will send notices regarding the debt securities only to holders, using their addresses as listed in the trustee's records.
(Section 106) With respect to who is a legal "holder" for this purpose, see "Legal Ownership and Book-Entry Issuance."

        Regardless of who acts as paying agent, all money paid by us to a paying agent that remains unclaimed at the end of two years after the
amount is due to holders will be repaid to us. After that two-year period, holders may look to us for payment and not to the trustee or any other
paying agent. (Section 1003)

 Special Situations

Mergers and Similar Events

        We are generally permitted to consolidate or merge with another company or firm. We are also permitted to sell or lease substantially all of
our assets to another company or firm. However, when we merge out of existence or sell or lease substantially all of our assets, we may not take
any of these actions unless all the following conditions are met:

�
the entity formed by such consolidation or merger may not be organized under a foreign country's laws; that is, it must be
organized under the laws of a state of the United States or the District of Columbia or under federal law, and it must agree to
be legally responsible for the debt securities;

�
after giving effect to the transaction, no event of default under the indentures, and no event that, after notice or lapse of time,
or both, would become an event of default, will have occurred and be continuing unless the merger or other transactions
would cure the default; and

�
we must have delivered certain certificates and opinions to the trustee. (Section 801)

        If the conditions described above are satisfied with respect to any series of debt securities, we will not need to obtain the approval of the
holders of those debt securities in order to merge or consolidate or to sell our assets. Also, these conditions will apply only if we wish to merge
or consolidate with another entity or sell substantially all of our assets to another entity. We will not need to satisfy these conditions if we enter
into other types of transactions, including any transaction in which we acquire the stock or assets of another entity, any transaction that involves
a change of control but in which we do not merge or consolidate, any transaction in which we sell less than substantially all of our assets and any
merger or consolidation in which we are the surviving corporation. (Section 801) It is possible that this type of transaction may result in a
reduction in our credit rating, may reduce our operating results or may impair our financial condition. Holders of our debt securities, however,
will have no approval right with respect to any transaction of this type.

Modification and Waiver of the Debt Securities

        We may modify or amend the indentures without the consent of the holders of any of our outstanding debt securities for various enumerated
purposes, including the naming, by a supplemental indenture, of a trustee other than U.S. Bank National Association, for a series of debt
securities. We may modify or amend the indentures with the consent of the holders of a majority in aggregate
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principal amount of the debt securities of each series affected by the modification or amendment. However, no such modification or amendment
may, without the consent of the holder of each affected debt security:

�
modify the terms of payment of principal, premium or interest; or

�
reduce the stated percentage of holders of debt securities necessary to modify or amend the indentures or waive our
compliance with certain provisions of the indentures and certain defaults thereunder; or

�
modify the subordination provisions of the subordinated debt indenture in a manner adverse to such holders.

Restrictions on Secured Debt

        The indentures provide that neither we nor certain of our subsidiaries, which are referred to as Restricted Subsidiaries, may incur or
otherwise create any new secured debt, which is debt secured by:

�
a lien on certain significant manufacturing facilities (which are referred to in the indentures as Principal Properties); or

�
shares of stock or debt of a Restricted Subsidiary. (Section 1007)

The restriction on creating new secured debt, however, does not apply if the outstanding debt securities are secured equally and ratably with the
new secured debt. (Section 1007)

        The restriction on incurring or otherwise creating any new secured debt does not apply to the following ("Permitted Liens"):

�
liens on any Principal Property acquired, constructed or improved by us or any Restricted Subsidiary after the date of the
respective indenture (June 5, 1995 in the case of the senior debt indenture or July 10, 2009 in the case of the subordinated
debt indenture), which liens are created or assumed contemporaneously with, or within 180 days of, such acquisition,
construction or improvement, and which are created to secure or provide for the payment of all or any part of the cost of
such acquisition, construction or improvement;

�
liens on property, shares of capital stock or debt existing at the time of the acquisition of such property, shares of capital
stock or debt of a corporation existing at the time such corporation becomes a Restricted Subsidiary;

�
liens in favor of us or any Restricted Subsidiary;

�
liens in favor of the United States of America or any State, or in favor of any department, agency or instrumentality or
political division, or in favor of any other country or any political subdivision of a foreign country, the purpose of which is to
secure partial, progress, advance or other payments;

�
liens imposed by law, for example mechanics', workmen's, repairmen's or other similar Liens arising in the ordinary course
of business;

�
pledges or deposits under workmen's compensation or similar legislation or in certain other circumstances;

�
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�
liens consisting of restrictions on the use of real property that do not interfere materially with the property's use; or
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�
any extension, renewal or replacement, in whole or in part, of any lien existing on the date of the respective indenture, or
otherwise referred to in the previous bullet points. (Section 1007)

        In addition, we or any Restricted Subsidiary may incur or otherwise create secured debt without equally and ratably securing the debt
securities if, when such secured debt is incurred or created, the total amount of all outstanding secured debt (excluding Permitted Liens) plus
Attributable Debt (as defined below) relating to sale and lease-back transactions does not exceed 10% of our Consolidated Net Tangible Assets.
(Section 1007)

Restrictions on Sale and Lease-Back Transactions

        The indentures provide that neither we nor any of our Restricted Subsidiaries may enter into any sale and lease-back transaction involving
any Principal Property, unless either:

�
we or the Restricted Subsidiary would be entitled to incur debt secured by a Permitted Lien on such property, or

�
within 180 days, we apply to the retirement of our Funded Debt (debt that matures at or is extendible or renewable at the
option of the obligor to a date more than twelve months after the date of the creation of such debt) an amount not less than
the greater of

�
the net proceeds of the sale of the Principal Property leased pursuant to the arrangement, or

�
the fair market value of the Principal Property so leased.

        The restriction on sale and lease-back transactions does not apply to the following:

�
a sale and lease-back transaction between us and a Restricted Subsidiary or between Restricted Subsidiaries, or that involves
the taking back of a lease for a period of less than three years;

�
if, at the time of the sale and lease-back transaction, after giving effect to the transaction, the total discounted net amount of
rent required to be paid during the remaining term of any lease relating to sale and lease-back transactions (other than
transactions permitted by the previous bullet point) plus all outstanding secured debt (excluding Permitted Liens) does not
exceed 10% of our Consolidated Net Tangible Assets. (Section 1008)

 Subordination Provisions

        Contractual provisions in the subordinated debt indenture may prohibit us from making payments on subordinated debt securities.
Subordinated debt securities are subordinate and junior in right of payment, to the extent and in the manner stated in the subordinated debt
indenture or any supplement thereto to all of our senior indebtedness, as defined in the subordinated debt indenture, including all debt securities
we have issued and will issue under the senior debt indenture.

        Unless otherwise indicated in the applicable prospectus supplement, the subordinated indenture defines the term "senior indebtedness" with
respect to each respective series of subordinated debt securities, to mean the principal, premium, if any, and interest on all indebtedness and
obligations of, or guaranteed or assumed by Bemis, whether outstanding on the date of the issuance of subordinated debt securities or thereafter
created, incurred, assumed or guaranteed and all amendments, modifications, renewals, extensions, deferrals and refundings of any such
indebtedness unless the instrument creating such indebtedness or obligations provides that they are subordinated or are not superior in right of
payment to the subordinated debt securities. Unless otherwise indicated in the applicable prospectus supplement, notwithstanding anything to the
contrary in the foregoing, senior indebtedness will not include (A) any obligation of Bemis to any of its subsidiaries, (B) any liability for
Federal, state, local or other taxes owed or owing by Bemis or its subsidiaries, (C) any accounts payable
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or other liability to trade creditors (including guarantees thereof or instruments evidencing such liabilities), or (D) any obligations with respect to
any capital stock of Bemis.

        Unless otherwise indicated in the applicable prospectus supplement, Bemis may not pay principal of, premium, if any, or interest on any
subordinated debt securities or defease, purchase, redeem or otherwise retire such securities if:

�
a default in the payment of any principal, or premium, if any, or interest on any senior indebtedness, occurs and is continuing
or any other amount owing in respect of any senior indebtedness is not paid when due; or

�
any other default occurs with respect to any senior indebtedness and the maturity of such senior indebtedness is accelerated
in accordance with its terms,

unless and until such default in payment or event of default has been cured or waived and any such acceleration is rescinded or such senior
indebtedness has been paid in full in cash.

        If there is any payment or distribution of the assets of Bemis to creditors upon a total or partial liquidation or a total or partial dissolution or
in a bankruptcy, reorganization, insolvency, receivership or similar proceeding, holders of all present and future senior indebtedness (which will
include interest accruing after, or which would accrue but for, the commencement of any bankruptcy, reorganization, insolvency, receivership or
similar proceeding) are entitled to receive payment in full before any payment or distribution, whether in cash, securities or other property, in
respect of the subordinated indebtedness. In addition, unless otherwise indicated in the applicable prospectus supplement, in any such event,
payments or distributions which would otherwise be made on subordinated debt securities will generally be paid to the holders of senior
indebtedness, or their representatives, in accordance with the priorities existing among these creditors at that time until the senior indebtedness is
paid in full.

        After payment in full of all present and future senior indebtedness, holders of subordinated debt securities will be subrogated to the rights of
any holders of senior indebtedness to receive any further payments or distributions that are applicable to the senior indebtedness until all the
subordinated debt securities are paid in full. The subordinated debt indenture provides that the foregoing subordination provisions may not be
changed in a manner which would be adverse to the holders of senior indebtedness without the consent of the holders of such senior
indebtedness.

        The prospectus supplement delivered in connection with the offering of a series of subordinated debt securities will set forth a more
detailed description of the subordination provisions applicable to any such debt securities.

        If the trustee under the subordinated debt indenture or any holders of the subordinated debt securities receive any payment or distribution
that is prohibited under the subordination provisions, then the trustee or the holders will have to repay that money to the holders of the senior
indebtedness.

        Even if the subordination provisions prevent us from making any payment when due on the subordinated debt securities of any series, we
will be in default on our obligations under that series if we do not make the payment when due. This means that the trustee under the
subordinated debt indenture and the holders of that series can take action against us, but they will not receive any money until the claims of the
holders of senior indebtedness have been fully satisfied.

 Defeasance

        The indentures permit us to be discharged from our obligations under the respective indentures and United States of America
dollar-denominated debt securities if we comply with the following procedures. This discharge from our obligations is referred to in this
prospectus as defeasance. (Section 403)
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        Unless the applicable prospectus supplement states otherwise, if we deposit with the trustee sufficient cash and/or U.S. government
securities to pay and discharge the principal and premium, if any, and interest, if any, to the date of maturity of that series of debt securities, then
from and after the ninety-first day following such deposit:

�
we will be deemed to have paid and discharged the entire indebtedness on the debt securities of that series, and

�
our obligations under the indentures with respect to the debt securities of that series will cease to be in effect. (Section 403)

        Following defeasance, holders of the applicable debt securities would be able to look only to the defeasance trust for payment of principal
and premium, if any, and interest, if any, on their debt securities.

        Defeasance may be treated as a taxable exchange for U.S. federal income tax purposes of the related debt securities for obligations of the
trust or a direct interest in the money or U.S. government securities held in the trust. In that case, holders of debt securities would recognize
taxable gain or loss as if the trust obligations or the money or U.S. government securities held in the trust, as the case may be, had actually been
received by the holders in exchange for their debt securities. Holders thereafter might be required to include as income a different amount of
income than in the absence of defeasance. We urge prospective investors to consult their own tax advisors as to the specific tax consequences of
defeasance.

 Events of Default

        The indentures provide holders of debt securities with remedies if we fail to perform specific obligations, such as making payments on the
debt securities. You should review these provisions carefully in order to understand what constitutes an event of default under the indenture.

        Unless stated otherwise in the prospectus supplement, an event of default with respect to any series of debt securities under the indentures
includes:

�
a default in the payment of the principal of, or premium, if any, on any debt security of such series at its maturity;

�
a default in making a sinking fund payment, if any, on any debt security of such series when due and payable;

�
a default for 30 days in the payment of any installment of interest on any debt security of such series;

�
a default for 60 days after written notice in the observance or performance of any other covenant in the respective indenture;

�
certain events of bankruptcy, insolvency or reorganization, or court appointment of a receiver, liquidator or trustee for us or
our property; or

�
any other event of default provided in or pursuant to the applicable resolution of our Board of Directors or supplemental
indenture under which such series of debt securities is issued. (Section 501)

        The trustee may withhold notice to the holders of any series of debt securities of any default with respect to such series, except in the
payment of principal, premium or interest or in the payment of any sinking fund installment or analogous obligation, if it considers such
withholding of notice in the interest of such holders. (Section 602)
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        If an event of default with respect to any series of debt securities has occurred and is continuing, the trustee or the holders of not less than
25% in aggregate principal amount of the debt securities of that series may declare the principal of all the debt securities of such series to be due
and payable immediately. If such a declaration occurs, the holders of a majority of the aggregate principal amount of the outstanding debt
securities of that series can, subject to conditions, rescind the declaration. (Section 502)

        The indentures contain a provision entitling the trustee to be indemnified by the holders before proceeding to exercise any right or power
under the respective indenture at the request of any such holders. (Section 603) The indentures provide that the holders of a majority in
aggregate principal amount of the outstanding debt securities of any series may direct the time, method and place of conducting any proceeding
for any remedy available to the trustee or exercising any trust or power conferred upon the trustee, with respect to the debt securities of such
series. (Section 512) The right of a holder to institute a proceeding with respect to the respective indenture is subject to certain conditions
precedent, including notice and indemnity to the trustee. However, the holder has an absolute right to the receipt of principal of, premium, if any,
and interest, if any, on the debt securities of any series on the respective stated maturities, as defined in the respective indenture, and to institute
suit for the enforcement of these rights. (Sections 507, 508)

        The holders of not less than a majority in aggregate principal amount of the outstanding debt securities of any series may on behalf of the
holders of all the debt securities of such series waive any past defaults. Each holder of a debt security affected by a default must consent to a
waiver of:

�
a default in payment of the principal of, or premium, if any, or interest, if any, on any debt security of such series;

�
a default in respect of a covenant or provision of the respective indenture that cannot be amended or modified without the
consent of the holder of each outstanding debt security affected. (Section 513)

        We will furnish to the trustee annual statements as to the fulfillment of our obligations under each respective indenture. (Section 704)

 Our Relationship with the Trustee

        Affiliates of U.S. Bank National Association, the current trustee under the indentures, may provide banking and corporate trust services to
us and extend credit to us and many of our subsidiaries worldwide. The trustee may act as a depository of our funds and hold our common shares
for the benefit of its customers, including customers over whose accounts the trustee has discretionary authority. If a bank or trust company other
than U.S. Bank National Association is to act as trustee for a series of senior or subordinated debt securities, the applicable prospectus
supplement will provide information concerning that other trustee.

 DESCRIPTION OF UNITS WE MAY OFFER

        References to "Bemis," "us," "we" or "our" in this section mean Bemis Company, Inc., and do not include the consolidated subsidiaries of
Bemis Company, Inc.

        We may issue units consisting of one or more of the other securities described in this prospectus in any combination. Each unit will be
issued so that the holder of the unit is also the holder of each security included in the unit. Thus, the holder of a unit will have the rights and
obligations of a holder of each included security. The unit agreement under which a unit is issued may provide that the securities included in the
unit may not be held or transferred separately, at any time or at any time before a specified date.
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        The applicable prospectus supplement may describe:

�
the designation and terms of the units and of the securities comprising the units, including whether and under what
circumstances those securities may be held or transferred separately;

�
any provisions for the issuance, payment, settlement, transfer or exchange of the units, any unit agreement governing the
units or of the securities comprising the units; and

�
whether the units will be issued in fully registered or global form.

        The applicable prospectus supplement will describe the terms of any units. The preceding description and any description of units in the
applicable prospectus supplement do not purport to be complete and are subject to and qualified in their entirety by reference to the unit
agreement and, if applicable, collateral arrangements and depositary arrangements relating to such units.

 DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED STOCK WE MAY OFFER

        In this section, references to "holders" mean those who own shares of preferred stock depositary shares discussed in the next section,
registered in their own names, on the books that the registrar or we maintain for this purpose, and not those who own beneficial interests in
shares registered in street name or in shares issued in book-entry form through one or more depositaries. When we refer to "you" in this section,
we mean all purchasers of the securities being offered by this prospectus, whether they are the holders or only indirect owners of those
securities. Owners of beneficial interests in shares of preferred stock or depositary shares should read the section below entitled "Legal
Ownership and Book-Entry Issuance."

 General

        We may issue preferred stock in one or more series. We may also "reopen" a previously issued series of preferred stock and issue additional
preferred stock of that series. In addition, we may issue preferred stock together with other preferred stock, debt securities and common stock in
the form of units as described above under "Description of Units We May Offer." This section summarizes terms of the preferred stock that
apply generally to all series. The description of most of the financial and other specific terms of your series will be in your prospectus
supplement. Those terms may vary from the terms described here.

        Because this section is a summary, it does not describe every aspect of the preferred stock and any related depositary shares. As you read
this section, please remember that the specific terms of your series of preferred stock and any related depositary shares as described in your
prospectus supplement will supplement and, if applicable, may modify or replace the general terms described in this section. If there are
differences between your prospectus supplement and this prospectus, your prospectus supplement will control. Thus, the statements we make in
this section may not apply to your series of preferred stock or any related depositary shares.

        Reference to a series of preferred stock means all of the shares of preferred stock issued as part of the same series under a certificate of
designation, preferences and rights forming part of our restated articles of incorporation. Reference to your prospectus supplement means the
prospectus supplement describing the specific terms of the preferred stock and any related depositary shares you purchase. The terms used in
your prospectus supplement will have the meanings described in this prospectus, unless otherwise specified.

        Our authorized capital stock includes 2,000,000 shares of preferred stock, par value $1.00 per share. The preferred stock will be governed
by Missouri law. We do not have any preferred stock outstanding as of the date of this prospectus. The prospectus supplement with respect to
any offered
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preferred stock will describe any preferred stock that may be outstanding as of the date of the prospectus supplement.

Preferred Stock Issued in Separate Series

        The authorized but unissued shares of preferred stock are available for issuance from time to time at the discretion of our board of directors
without the need for shareholder approval. Our board of directors is authorized to divide the preferred stock into series and, with respect to each
series, to determine the designations, the powers, preferences and rights and the qualifications, limitations and restrictions of the series,
including:

�
dividend rights;

�
conversion or exchange rights;

�
voting rights;

�
redemption rights and terms;

�
liquidation preferences;

�
sinking fund provisions;

�
the serial designation of the series; and

�
the number of shares constituting the series.

        In addition, as described below under "�Fractional or Multiple Shares of Preferred Stock Issued as Depositary Shares," we may, at our
option, instead of offering whole individual shares of any series of preferred stock, offer fractional shares of such series. In connection with the
offering of fractional shares, we may offer depositary shares evidenced by depositary receipts, each representing a fraction of a share or some
multiple of shares of the particular series of preferred stock issued and deposited with a depositary. The fraction of a share or multiple of shares
of preferred stock which each depositary share represents will be stated in the prospectus supplement relating to any series of preferred stock
offered through depositary shares.

        The rights of holders of preferred stock may be adversely affected by the rights of holders of preferred stock that may be issued in the
future. Our board of directors may cause shares of preferred stock to be issued in public or private transactions for any proper corporate purpose.
Examples of proper corporate purposes include issuances to obtain additional financing for acquisitions and issuances to officers, directors and
employees under their respective benefit plans. Our issuance of shares of preferred stock may have the effect of discouraging or making more
difficult an acquisition.

        Preferred stock will be fully paid and nonassessable when issued, which means that our holders will have paid their purchase price in full
and that we may not ask them to surrender additional funds. Unless otherwise provided in your prospectus supplement, holders of preferred
stock will not have preemptive or subscription rights to acquire more stock of Bemis.

        The transfer agent, registrar, dividend disbursing agent and redemption agent for shares of each series of preferred stock will be named in
the prospectus supplement relating to that series.

Form of Preferred Stock and Depositary Shares
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        We may issue preferred stock in book-entry form. Preferred stock in book-entry form will be represented by a global security registered in
the name of a depositary, which will be the holder of all the shares of preferred stock represented by the global security. Those who own
beneficial interests in shares of preferred stock will do so through participants in the depositary's system, and the rights of these indirect owners
will be governed solely by the applicable procedures of the depositary and its
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participants. However, beneficial owners of any preferred stock in book-entry form will have the right to obtain their shares in non-global form.
We describe book-entry securities below under "Legal Ownership and Book-Entry Issuance." All preferred stock will be issued in registered
form.

        We will issue depositary shares in book-entry form, to the same extent as we describe above for preferred stock. All depositary shares will
be issued in registered form.

 Overview of Remainder of this Description

        The remainder of this description summarizes:                

�
Preferred Shareholders' Rights relative to common shareholders, such as the right of preferred shareholders to receive
dividends and amounts on our liquidation, dissolution or winding-up before any such amounts may be paid to our common
shareholders;                 

�
Our ability to issue Fractional or Multiple Shares of Preferred Stock in the Form of Depositary Shares; and                

�
Various provisions of the Deposit Agreement, including how distributions are made, how holders vote their depositary
shares and how we may amend the Deposit Agreement.

 Preferred Shareholders' Rights

Rank

        Shares of each series of preferred stock will rank senior to our common stock with respect to dividends and distributions of assets.
However, we will generally be able to pay dividends and distributions of assets to holders of our preferred stock only if we have satisfied our
obligations on our indebtedness then due and payable.

Dividends

        Holders of each series of preferred stock will be entitled to receive cash dividends when, as and if declared by our board of directors, from
funds legally available for the payment of dividends. The rates and dates of payment of dividends for each series of preferred stock will be stated
in your prospectus supplement. Dividends will be payable to holders of record of preferred stock as they appear on our books on the record dates
fixed by our board of directors. Dividends on any series of preferred stock will be cumulative, as set forth in the prospectus supplement.

Redemption

        If specified in your prospectus supplement, a series of preferred stock may be redeemable at any time, in whole or in part, at our option or
the holder's, and may be redeemed mandatorily.

        Any restriction on the repurchase or redemption by us of our preferred stock while there is an arrearage in the payment of dividends will be
described in your prospectus supplement.

        Any partial redemptions of preferred stock will be made in a way that our board of directors decides is equitable.

        Unless we default in the payment of the redemption price, dividends will cease to accrue after the redemption date on shares of preferred
stock called for redemption and all rights of holders of these shares, including voting rights, will terminate except for the right to receive the
redemption price.
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Conversion or Exchange Rights

        Our prospectus supplement relating to any series of preferred stock that is convertible, exercisable or exchangeable will state the terms on
which shares of that series are convertible into or exercisable or exchangeable for shares of common stock, another series of preferred stock or
other securities or debt or equity securities of third parties.

Liquidation Preference

        Upon any voluntary or involuntary liquidation, dissolution or winding up of Bemis, holders of each series of preferred stock will be entitled
to receive distributions upon liquidation in the amount described in your prospectus supplement, plus an amount equal to any accrued and unpaid
dividends. These distributions will be made before any distribution is made on our common stock. If the liquidation amounts payable relating to
the preferred stock of any series and any other parity securities ranking on a parity regarding liquidation rights are not paid in full, the holders of
the preferred stock of that series and the other parity securities will share in any distribution of our available assets on a ratable basis in
proportion to the full liquidation preferences of each security. Holders of our preferred stock will not be entitled to any other amounts from us
after they have received their full liquidation preference and accrued and unpaid dividends.

Voting Rights

        The holders of preferred stock of each series will have no voting rights, except:

�
as stated in the prospectus supplement and in the certificate of designation, preferences and rights establishing the series; or

�
as required by applicable law.

 Fractional or Multiple Shares of Preferred Stock Issued as Depositary Shares

        We may choose to offer fractional shares or some multiple of shares of our preferred stock, rather than whole individual shares. If we
decide to do so, we may issue the preferred stock in the form of depositary shares. Each depositary share would represent a fraction or multiple
of a share of the preferred stock and would be evidenced by a depositary receipt.

 DEPOSIT AGREEMENT

        We will deposit the shares of preferred stock to be represented by depositary shares under a deposit agreement. The parties to the deposit
agreement will be:

�
Bemis;

�
a bank or other financial institution selected by us and named in the prospectus supplement, as preferred stock depositary;
and

�
the holders from time to time of depositary receipts issued under that deposit agreement.

        Each holder of a depositary share will be entitled to all the rights and preferences of the underlying preferred stock, including, where
applicable, dividend, voting, redemption, conversion and liquidation rights, in proportion to the applicable fraction or multiple of a share of
preferred stock represented by the depositary share. The depositary shares will be evidenced by depositary receipts issued under the deposit
agreement. The depositary receipts will be distributed to those persons purchasing the fractional or multiple shares of preferred stock. A
depositary receipt may evidence any number of whole depositary shares.
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        We will file the deposit agreement, including the form of depositary receipt, with the SEC, either as an exhibit to an amendment to the
registration statement of which this prospectus forms a part or as an exhibit to a current report on Form 8-K. See "Where You Can Find More
Information" below for information on how to obtain a copy of the form of deposit agreement.

Dividends and Other Distributions

        The preferred stock depositary will distribute any cash dividends or other cash distributions received in respect of the deposited preferred
stock to the record holders of depositary shares relating to the underlying preferred stock in proportion to the number of depositary shares owned
by the holders. The preferred stock depositary will distribute any property received by it other than cash to the record holders of depositary
shares entitled to those distributions, unless it determines that the distribution cannot be made proportionally among those holders or that it is not
feasible to make a distribution. In that event, the preferred stock depositary may, with our approval, sell the property and distribute the net
proceeds from the sale to the holders of the depositary shares in proportion to the number of depositary shares they own.

        The amounts distributed to holders of depositary shares will be reduced by any amounts required to be withheld by the preferred stock
depositary or by us on account of taxes or other governmental charges.

Redemption of Preferred Stock

        If we redeem preferred stock represented by depositary shares, the preferred stock depositary will redeem the depositary shares from the
proceeds it receives from the redemption. The preferred stock depositary will redeem the depositary shares at a price per share equal to the
applicable fraction or multiple of the redemption price per share of preferred stock. Whenever we redeem shares of preferred stock held by the
preferred stock depositary, the preferred stock depositary will redeem as of the same date the number of depositary shares representing the
redeemed shares of preferred stock. If fewer than all the depositary shares are to be redeemed, the preferred stock depositary will select the
depositary shares to be redeemed by lot or ratably or by any other equitable method it chooses.

        After the date fixed for redemption, the depositary shares called for redemption will no longer be deemed to be outstanding, and all rights
of the holders of those shares will cease, including voting rights, except the right to receive the amount payable and any other property to which
the holders were entitled upon the redemption. To receive this amount or other property, the holders must surrender the depositary receipts
evidencing their depositary shares to the preferred stock depositary. Any funds that we deposit with the preferred stock depositary for any
depositary shares that the holders fail to redeem will be returned to us after a period of two years from the date we deposit the funds.

Withdrawal of Preferred Stock

        Unless the related depositary shares have previously been called for redemption, any holder of depositary shares may receive the number of
whole shares of the related series of preferred stock and any money or other property represented by those depositary receipts after surrendering
the depositary receipts at the corporate trust office of the preferred stock depositary, paying any taxes, charges and fees provided for in the
deposit agreement and complying with any other requirement of the deposit agreement. Holders of depositary shares making these withdrawals
will be entitled to receive whole shares of preferred stock, but holders of whole shares of preferred stock will not be entitled to deposit that
preferred stock under the deposit agreement or to receive depositary receipts for that preferred stock after withdrawal. If the depositary shares
surrendered by the holder in connection with withdrawal exceed the number of depositary shares that represent the number of whole shares of
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preferred stock to be withdrawn, the preferred stock depositary will deliver to that holder at the same time a new depositary receipt evidencing
the excess number of depositary shares.

Voting Deposited Preferred Stock

        When the preferred stock depositary receives notice of any meeting at which the holders of any series of deposited preferred stock are
entitled to vote, the preferred stock depositary will mail the information contained in the notice to the record holders of the depositary shares
relating to the applicable series of preferred stock. Each record holder of the depositary shares on the record date, which will be the same date as
the record date for the preferred stock, may instruct the preferred stock depositary to vote the amount of the preferred stock represented by the
holder's depositary shares. To the extent possible, the preferred stock depositary will vote the amount of the series of preferred stock represented
by depositary shares in accordance with the instructions it receives. We will agree to take all reasonable actions that the preferred stock
depositary determines are necessary to enable the preferred stock depositary to vote as instructed. If the preferred stock depositary does not
receive specific instructions from the holders of any depositary shares representing a series of preferred stock, the preferred stock depositary will
vote all shares of that series in proportion to the instructions received.

Conversion of Preferred Stock

        If our prospectus supplement relating to the depositary shares says that the deposited preferred stock is convertible into or exercisable or
exchangeable for common stock, preferred stock of another series or other securities, or debt or equity securities of one or more third parties, our
depositary shares, as such, will not be convertible into or exercisable or exchangeable for any securities. Rather, any holder of the depositary
shares may surrender the related depositary receipts to the preferred stock depositary with written instructions to instruct us to cause conversion,
exercise or exchange of our preferred stock represented by the depositary shares into or for whole shares of common stock or shares of another
series of preferred stock, as applicable. Upon receipt of those instructions and any amounts payable by the holder in connection with the
conversion, exercise or exchange, we will cause the conversion, exercise or exchange using the same procedures as those provided for
conversion, exercise or exchange of the deposited preferred stock. If only some of the depositary shares are to be converted, exercised or
exchanged, a new depositary receipt or receipts will be issued for any depositary shares not to be converted, exercised or exchanged.

Amendment and Termination of the Deposit Agreement

        We may amend the form of depositary receipt evidencing the depositary shares and any provision of the deposit agreement at any time and
from time to time by agreement with the preferred stock depositary.

        However, any amendment that imposes additional charges or materially and adversely alters any substantial existing right of the holders of
depositary shares will not be effective unless the holders of at least a majority of the affected depositary shares then outstanding approve the
amendment. We will make no amendment that impairs the right of any holder of depositary shares, as described above under "�Withdrawal of
Preferred Stock," to receive shares of the related series of preferred stock and any money or other property represented by those depositary
shares, except in order to comply with mandatory provisions of applicable law. Holders who retain or acquire their depositary receipts after an
amendment becomes effective will be deemed to have agreed to the amendment and will be bound by the amended deposit agreement.
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        The deposit agreement will automatically terminate if:

�
all outstanding depositary shares have been redeemed or converted or exchanged for any other securities into which they or
the underlying preferred stock are convertible or exchangeable; or

�
a final distribution in respect of our preferred stock has been made to the holders of depositary shares in connection with any
liquidation, dissolution or winding up of Bemis.

        We may terminate the deposit agreement at any time, and the preferred stock depositary will give notice of that termination to the
recordholders of all outstanding depositary receipts not less than 30 days before the termination date. In that event, the preferred stock depositary
will deliver or make available for delivery to holders of depositary shares, upon surrender of the depositary receipt evidencing the depositary
shares, the number of whole or fractional shares of the related series of preferred stock as are represented by those depositary shares.

Charges of Preferred Stock Depositary; Taxes and Other Governmental Charges

        We will pay the fees, charges and expenses of our preferred stock depositary provided in the deposit agreement. Holders of depositary
receipts will pay any taxes and governmental charges and any charges provided in the deposit agreement to be payable by them, including a fee
for the withdrawal of shares of preferred stock upon surrender of depositary receipts. If the preferred stock depositary incurs fees, charges or
expenses for which it is not otherwise liable at the election of a holder of a depositary receipt or other person, that holder or other person will be
liable for those fees, charges and expenses.

Resignation and Removal of Depositary

        The preferred stock depositary may resign at any time by giving us notice, and we may remove or replace the preferred stock depositary at
any time.

Reports to Holders

        We will deliver all required reports and communications to holders of the preferred stock to the preferred stock depositary, who will
forward those reports and communications to the holders of depositary shares.

Limitation on Liability of the Preferred Stock Depositary

        The preferred stock depositary will not be liable if we are prevented or delayed by law or any circumstances beyond our control in
performing our obligations under the deposit agreement. The obligations of the preferred stock depositary under the deposit agreement will be
limited to performance in good faith of its duties under the agreement, and the preferred stock depositary will not be obligated to prosecute or
defend any legal proceeding in respect of any depositary shares, depositary receipts or shares of preferred stock unless satisfactory and
reasonable protection from expenses and liability is furnished. This is called an indemnity. The preferred stock depositary may rely upon written
advice of counsel or accountants, upon information provided by holders of depositary receipts or other persons believed to be competent and
upon documents believed to be genuine.
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 DESCRIPTION OF COMMON STOCK WE MAY OFFER

        Our authorized capital stock includes 500,000,000 shares of common stock. As of June 30, 2009, there were 99,933,360 shares of common
stock outstanding.

 General

        All of the outstanding shares of our common stock are fully paid and nonassessable. Subject to the rights of the holders of shares of
preferred stock that may be issued and outstanding, none of which are currently outstanding, the holders of common stock are entitled to receive:

�
dividends when, as and if declared by our board of directors out of funds legally available for the payment of dividends; and

�
in the event of dissolution of Bemis, to share ratably in all assets remaining after payment of liabilities and satisfaction of the
liquidation preferences, if any, of then outstanding shares of preferred stock, as provided in our restated articles of
incorporation.

        Each holder of common stock is entitled to one vote for each share held of record on all matters presented to a vote at a shareholders
meeting, including the election of directors. Holders of common stock have no cumulative voting rights or preemptive rights to purchase or
subscribe for any additional shares of common stock or other securities and there are no conversion rights or redemption or sinking fund
provisions with respect to the common stock. Additional authorized shares of common stock may be issued without shareholder approval. Bemis
common stock is traded on the New York Stock Exchange under the trading symbol "BMS." The transfer agent for the common stock is Wells
Fargo Bank, N.A. Its address is 161 North Concord Exchange, South Saint Paul, MN 55075.

Missouri Statutory Provisions

        Missouri law contains certain provisions which may have an anti-takeover effect and otherwise discourage third parties from effecting
transactions with us, including control share acquisition and business combination statutes.

Business Combination Statute

        Missouri law contains a "business combination statute" which restricts certain "business combinations" between us and an "interested
shareholder," or affiliates of the interested shareholder, for a period of five years after the date of the transaction in which the person becomes an
interested shareholder, unless either such transaction or the interested shareholder's acquisition of stock is approved by our board on or before
the date the interested shareholder obtains such status.

        The statute provides that, after the expiration of such five-year period, business combinations are prohibited unless:

�
either such transaction or the interested shareholder's acquisition of stock is approved by our board on or before the date the
interested shareholder obtains such status;

�
the holders of a majority of the outstanding voting stock, other than the stock owned by the interested shareholder, approve
the business combination; or

�
the business combination satisfies certain detailed fairness and procedural requirements.

        A "business combination" for this purpose includes a merger or consolidation, some sales, leases, exchanges, pledges and similar
dispositions of corporate assets or stock and any reclassifications or recapitalizations that increase the proportionate voting power of the
interested shareholder. An "interested shareholder" for this purpose generally means any person who, together with his or her
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affiliates and associates, owns or controls 20% or more of the outstanding shares of the corporation's voting stock.

        A Missouri corporation may opt out of coverage by the business combination statute by including a provision to that effect in its governing
corporate documents. We have not done so.

        The business combination statute may make it more difficult for a 20% beneficial owner to effect other transactions with us and may
encourage persons that seek to acquire us to negotiate with our board prior to acquiring a 20% interest. It is possible that such a provision could
make it more difficult to accomplish a transaction which shareholders may otherwise deem to be in their best interests.

Control Share Acquisition Statute

        Missouri also has a "control share acquisition statute." This statute may limit the rights of a shareholder to vote some or all of his shares. A
shareholder whose acquisition of shares results in that shareholder having voting power, when added to the shares previously held by him, to
exercise or direct the exercise of more than a specified percentage of our outstanding stock (beginning at 20%), will lose the right to vote some
or all of his shares in excess of such percentage unless the shareholders approve the acquisition of such shares.

        In order for the shareholders to grant approval, the acquiring shareholder must meet certain disclosure requirements specified in the statute.
In addition, a majority of the outstanding voting shares, as determined before the acquisition, must approve the acquisition. Furthermore, a
majority of the outstanding voting shares, as determined after the acquisition, but excluding shares held by (i) the acquiring shareholder,
(ii) employee directors or (iii) officers appointed by the board of directors, must approve the acquisition. If the acquisition is approved, the
statute grants certain rights to dissenting shareholders.

        Not all acquisitions of shares constitute control share acquisitions. The following acquisitions generally do not constitute control share
acquisitions:

�
good faith gifts;

�
transfers in accordance with wills or the laws of descent and distribution;

�
purchases made in connection with an issuance by us;

�
purchases by any compensation or benefit plan;

�
the conversion of debt securities;

�
purchases from holders of shares representing two-thirds of our voting power; provided such holders act simultaneously;

�
satisfaction of a pledge or other security interest created in good faith;

�
mergers involving us which satisfy the other requirements of the General and Business Corporation Law of Missouri;

�
transactions with a person who owned a majority of our voting power within the prior year; or

�
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person does not have voting power after the ownership in a different ownership range than the selling shareholder prior to
the sale.

        A Missouri corporation may opt out of coverage by the control share acquisition statute by including a provision to that effect in its
governing corporate documents. We have not opted out of the control share acquisition statute.
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Take-Over Bid Disclosure Statute

        Missouri's "take-over bid disclosure statute" requires that, under some circumstances, before making a tender offer that would result in the
offeror acquiring control of us, the offeror must file certain disclosure materials with the Commissioner of the Missouri Department of
Securities.

Supermajority Voting Requirement for Certain Business Transactions

        In addition to the business combination and control share acquisition statutes described above, Missouri law also requires us to obtain the
approval of holders of at least two-thirds of our outstanding voting shares before we can undertake certain business transactions, including
certain mergers or consolidations or the sale of all or substantially all of our assets.

Certain Charter Provisions

Business Combination Provisions in Restated Articles of Incorporation

        Certain business combinations involving Bemis and interested shareholders require the affirmative vote of the holders of 80% of the
outstanding shares of our capital stock unless (i) a majority of the continuing directors (as defined in our restated articles of incorporation) have
approved the proposed business combination, or (ii) various conditions intended to ensure the adequacy of the consideration offered by the party
seeking the combination are satisfied.

Blank Check Preferred Stock

        As described above under "Description of Preferred Stock We May Offer�General�Preferred Stock Issued in Separate Series", our restated
articles of incorporation permit our board of directors to issue preferred stock without the need for shareholder approval. Our board of directors
is authorized to divide the preferred stock into series and, with respect to each series, to determine the designations, the powers, preferences and
rights and the qualifications, limitations and restrictions of the series. As a result, the impact of any future issuance of preferred stock on holders
of our common stock cannot be known.

        Each of these provisions could delay, deter or prevent a merger, consolidation, tender offer, or other business combination or change of
control involving the Company that some or a majority of our shareholders might consider to be in their best interests.

 LEGAL OWNERSHIP AND BOOK-ENTRY ISSUANCE

        In this section, we describe special considerations that will apply to securities issued in global�i.e., book-entry�form. First we describe the
difference between legal ownership and indirect ownership of securities. Then we describe special provisions that apply to securities.

Who is the Legal Owner of a Registered Security?

        Each debt security, unit, share of preferred or common stock in registered form will be represented either by a certificate issued in definitive
form to a particular investor or by one or more global securities representing such securities. We refer to those who have securities registered in
their own names, on the books that we or the trustee or other agent maintain for this purpose, as the "holders" of those securities. These persons
are the legal holders of the securities. We refer to those who, indirectly through others, own beneficial interests in securities that are not
registered in their own names as indirect owners of those securities. As we discuss below, indirect owners are not legal holders, and investors in
securities issued in book-entry form or in street name will be indirect owners.
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Book-Entry Owners

        Unless otherwise noted in your prospectus supplement, we will issue each security in book-entry form only. This means securities will be
represented by one or more global securities registered in the name of a financial institution that holds them as depositary on behalf of other
financial institutions that participate in the depositary's book-entry system. These participating institutions, in turn, hold beneficial interests in
the securities on behalf of themselves or their customers.

        Under each indenture, unit agreement or depositary agreement, only the person in whose name a security is registered is recognized as the
holder of that security. Consequently, for securities issued in global form, we will recognize only the depositary as the holder of the securities
and we will make all payments on the securities, including deliveries of any property other than cash, to the depositary. The depositary passes
along the payments it receives to its participants, which in turn pass the payments along to their customers who are the beneficial owners. The
depositary and its participants do so under agreements they have made with one another or with their customers; they are not obligated to do so
under the terms of the securities.

        As a result, investors will not own securities directly. Instead, they will own beneficial interests in a global security, through a bank, broker
or other financial institution that participates in the depositary's book-entry system or holds an interest through a participant. As long as the
securities are issued in global form, investors will be indirect owners, and not holders, of the securities.

Street Name Owners

        We may terminate an existing global security or issue securities initially in non-global form. In these cases, investors may choose to hold
their securities in their own names or in street name. Securities held by an investor in street name would be registered in the name of a bank,
broker or other financial institution that the investor chooses, and the investor would hold only a beneficial interest in those securities through an
account he or she maintains at that institution.

        For securities held in street name, we will recognize only the intermediary banks, brokers and other financial institutions in whose names
the securities are registered as the holders of those securities and we will make all payments on those securities, including deliveries of any
property other than cash, to them. These institutions pass along the payments they receive to their customers who are the beneficial owners, but
only because they agree to do so in their customary agreements or because they are legally required to do so. Investors who hold securities in
street name will be indirect owners, not holders, of those securities.

Legal Holders

        Our obligations, as well as the obligations of the trustee under any indenture and the obligations, if any, of any unit agents and any other
third parties employed by us or any of those agents, run only to the holders of the securities. We do not have obligations to investors who hold
beneficial interests in global securities, in street name or by any other indirect means. This will be the case whether an investor chooses to be an
indirect owner of a security or has no choice because we are issuing the securities only in global form.

        For example, once we make a payment or give a notice to the holder, we have no further responsibility for that payment or notice even if
that holder is required, under agreements with depositary participants or customers or by law, to pass it along to the indirect owners but does not
do so. Similarly, if we want to obtain the approval of the holders for any purpose�for example, to amend the indenture for a series of debt or to
relieve us of the consequences of a default or of our obligation to comply with a particular provision of an indenture�we would seek the approval
only from the
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holders, and not the indirect owners, of the relevant securities. Whether and how the holders contact the indirect owners is up to the holders.

        When we refer to "you" in this prospectus, we mean all purchasers of the securities being offered by this prospectus, whether they are the
holders or only indirect owners of those securities. When we refer to "your securities" in this prospectus, we mean the securities in which you
will hold a direct or indirect interest.

Special Considerations for Indirect Owners

        If you hold securities through a bank, broker or other financial institution, either in book-entry form or in street name, you should check
with your own institution to find out:

�
how it handles securities payments and notices;

�
whether it imposes fees or charges;

�
whether and how you can instruct it to exercise any rights to exchange or convert a security for or into other property;

�
how it would handle a request for the holders' consent, if ever required;

�
how it would exercise rights under the securities if there were a default or other event triggering the need for holders to act to
protect their interests; and

�
if the securities are in book-entry form, how the depositary's rules and procedures will affect these matters.

What is a Global Security?

        Unless otherwise noted in the applicable pricing supplement, we will issue each security in book-entry form only. Each security issued in
book-entry form will be represented by a global security that we deposit with and register in the name of one or more financial institutions or
clearing systems, or their nominees, which we select. A financial institution or clearing system that we select for any security for this purpose is
called the "depositary" for that security. A security will usually have only one depositary but it may have more. Each series of securities will
have one or more of the following as the depositaries:

�
The Depository Trust Company, New York, New York, which is known as "DTC;"

�
Euroclear System, which is known as "Euroclear;"

�
Clearstream Banking, société anonyme, Luxembourg, which is known as "Clearstream;" and

�
any other clearing system or financial institution named in the prospectus supplement.

        The depositaries named above may also be participants in one another's systems. Thus, for example, if DTC is the depositary for a global
security, investors may hold beneficial interests in that security through Euroclear or Clearstream, as DTC participants. The depositary or
depositaries for your securities will be named in your prospectus supplement; if none is named, the depositary will be DTC.
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        A global security may represent one or any other number of individual securities. Generally, all securities represented by the same global
security will have the same terms. We may, however, issue a global security that represents multiple securities of the same kind, such as debt
securities, that have different terms and are issued at different times. This kind of global security is called a master global security.
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        A global security may not be transferred to or registered in the name of anyone other than the depositary or its nominee, unless special
termination situations arise. We describe those situations below under "�Holder's Option to Obtain a Non-Global Security; Special Situations
When a Global Security Will Be Terminated." As a result of these arrangements, the depositary, or its nominee, will be the sole registered owner
and holder of all securities represented by a global security, and investors will be permitted to own only indirect interests in a global security.
Indirect interests must be held by means of an account with a broker, bank or other financial institution that in turn has an account with the
depositary or with another institution that does. Thus, an investor whose security is represented by a global security will not be a holder of the
security, but only an indirect owner of an interest in the global security.

        If the prospectus supplement for a particular security indicates that the security will be issued in global form only, then the security will be
represented by a global security at all times unless and until the global security is terminated. We describe the situations in which this can occur
below under "�Holder's Option to Obtain a Non-Global Security; Special Situations When a Global Security Will Be Terminated." If termination
occurs, we may issue the securities through another book-entry clearing system or decide that the securities may no longer be held through any
book-entry clearing system.

Special Considerations for Global Securities

        As an indirect owner, an investor's rights relating to a global security will be governed by the account rules of the depositary and those of
the investor's bank, broker, financial institution or other intermediary through which it holds its interest (e.g., Euroclear or Clearstream, if DTC
is the depositary), as well as general laws relating to securities transfers. We do not recognize this type of investor or any intermediary as a
holder of securities and instead deal only with the depositary that holds the global security.

        If securities are issued only in the form of a global security, an investor should be aware of the following:

�
An investor cannot cause the securities to be registered in his or her own name, and cannot obtain non-global certificates for
his or her interest in the securities, except in the special situations we describe below;

�
An investor will be an indirect holder and must look to his or her own bank, broker or other financial institution for
payments on the securities and protection of his or her legal rights relating to the securities, as we describe above under
"�Who Is the Legal Owner of a Registered Security?";

�
An investor may not be able to sell interests in the securities to some insurance companies and other institutions that are
required by law to own their securities in non-book-entry form;

�
An investor may not be able to pledge his or her interest in a global security in circumstances where certificates representing
the securities must be delivered to the lender or other beneficiary of the pledge in order for the pledge to be effective;

�
The depositary's policies will govern payments, deliveries, transfers, exchanges, notices and other matters relating to an
investor's interest in a global security, and those policies may change from time to time. We, the trustee and any unit agents
will have no responsibility for any aspect of the depositary's policies, actions or records of ownership interests in a global
security. We, the trustee and any unit agents also do not supervise the depositary in any way;

�
The depositary may require that those who purchase and sell interests in a global security within its book-entry system use
immediately available funds and your bank, broker or other financial institution may require you to do so as well; and
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�
Financial institutions that participate in the depositary's book-entry system and through which an investor holds its interest in
the global securities, directly or indirectly, may also have their own policies affecting payments, deliveries, transfers,
exchanges, notices and other matters relating to the securities, and those policies may change from time to time. For
example, if you hold an interest in a global security through Euroclear or Clearstream, when DTC is the depositary,
Euroclear or Clearstream, as applicable, may require those who purchase and sell interests in that security through them to
use immediately available funds and comply with other policies and procedures, including deadlines for giving instructions
as to transactions that are to be effected on a particular day. There may be more than one financial intermediary in the chain
of ownership for an investor. We do not monitor and are not responsible for the policies or actions or records of ownership
interests of any of those intermediaries.

Holder's Option to Obtain a Non-Global Security; Special Situations When a Global Security Will Be Terminated

        If we issue any series of securities in book-entry form but we choose to give the beneficial owners of that series the right to obtain
non-global securities, any beneficial owner entitled to obtain non-global securities may do so by following the applicable procedures of the
depositary, any transfer agent or registrar for that series and that owner's bank, broker or other financial institution through which that owner
holds its beneficial interest in the securities. If you are entitled to request a non-global certificate and wish to do so, you will need to allow
sufficient lead time to enable us or our agent to prepare the requested certificate.

        In addition, in a few special situations described below, a global security will be terminated and interests in it will be exchanged for
certificates in non-global form representing the securities it represented. After that exchange, the choice of whether to hold the securities directly
or in street name will be up to the investor. Investors must consult their own banks, brokers or other financial institutions, to find out how to
have their interests in a global security transferred on termination to their own names, so that they will be holders. We have described the rights
of holders and street name investors above under "�Who Is the Legal Owner of a Registered Security?"

        The special situations for termination of a global security are as follows:

�
if the depositary notifies us that it is unwilling, unable or no longer qualified to continue as depositary for that global security
and we do not appoint another institution to act as depositary within 60 days;

�
if we notify the trustee or unit agent, as applicable, that we wish to terminate that global security; or

�
in the case of a global security representing debt securities issued under an indenture, if an event of default has occurred with
regard to these debt securities and has not been cured or waived.

        If a global security is terminated, only the depositary, and not we, the trustee for any debt securities or the unit agent for any units, is
responsible for deciding the names of the institutions in whose names the securities represented by the global security will be registered and,
therefore, who will be the holders of those securities.

Considerations Relating to DTC

        DTC has informed us that it is a limited-purpose trust company organized under the New York Banking Law, a "banking organization"
within the meaning of the New York Banking Law, a member of the Federal Reserve System, a "clearing corporation" within the meaning of the
New York Uniform Commercial Code and a "clearing agency" registered pursuant to the provisions of Section 17A of the
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Exchange Act. DTC holds securities that DTC participants deposit with DTC. DTC also facilitates the settlement among DTC participants of
securities transactions, such as transfers and pledges in deposited securities through electronic computerized book-entry changes in DTC
participants' accounts, thereby eliminating the need for physical movement of certificates. DTC participants include securities brokers and
dealers, banks, trust companies and clearing corporations, and may include other organizations. Indirect access to the DTC system also is
available to others such as banks, brokers, dealers and trust companies that clear through or maintain a custodial relationship with a participant,
either directly or indirectly. The rules applicable to DTC and DTC participants are on file with the SEC. More information about DTC can be
found at www.dtcc.com and www.dtc.org.

        Purchases of securities within the DTC system must be made by or through DTC participants, which will receive a credit for the securities
on DTC's records. Transfers of ownership interests in the securities are to be accomplished by entries made on the books of participants acting
on behalf of beneficial owners.

        Redemption notices will be sent to DTC. If less than all of the securities are being redeemed, DTC will determine the amount of the interest
of each direct participant to be redeemed in accordance with its then current procedures.

        In instances in which a vote is required, neither DTC nor its nominee, Cede & Co. (or any other DTC nominee), will itself consent or vote
with respect to the securities. Under its usual procedures, DTC would mail an omnibus proxy to the relevant trustee as soon as possible after the
record date. The omnibus proxy assigns Cede & Co.'s consenting or voting rights to those direct participants to whose accounts such securities
are credited on the record date (identified in a listing attached to the omnibus proxy).

        Distribution payments on the securities will be made by the relevant trustee to DTC or its nominee. We understand that DTC's usual
practice is to credit direct participants' account upon DTC's receipt of funds and corresponding detail information, on the payable date in
accordance with their respective holdings shown on DTC's records. Payments by participants to beneficial owners will be governed by standing
instructions and customary practices and will be the responsibility of such participants and not of DTC, the relevant trustee or us, subject to any
statutory or regulatory requirements as may be in effect from time to time. Payment of distributions to DTC is the responsibility of the relevant
trustee, and disbursements of such payments to the beneficial owners are the responsibility of direct and indirect participants.

        The information in this section concerning DTC and DTC's book-entry system has been obtained from sources that we believe to be
accurate, but we assume no responsibility for the accuracy thereof. We do not have any responsibility for the performance by DTC or its
participants of their respective obligations as described herein or under the rules and procedures governing their respective operations.

Considerations Relating to Euroclear and Clearstream

        Euroclear and Clearstream are securities clearance systems in Europe. Both systems clear and settle securities transactions between their
participants through electronic, book-entry delivery of securities against payment.

        Euroclear and Clearstream may be depositaries for a global security. In addition, if DTC is the depositary for a global security, Euroclear
and Clearstream may hold interests in the global security as participants in DTC.

        As long as any global security is held by Euroclear or Clearstream, as depositary, you may hold an interest in the global security only
through an organization that participates, directly or indirectly, in Euroclear or Clearstream. If Euroclear or Clearstream is the depositary for a
global security and there
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is no depositary in the United States, you will not be able to hold interests in that global security through any securities clearance system in the
United States.

        Payments, deliveries, transfers, exchanges, notices and other matters relating to the securities made through Euroclear or Clearstream must
comply with the rules and procedures of those systems. Those systems could change their rules and procedures at any time. We have no control
over those systems or their participants and we take no responsibility for their activities, Transactions between participants in Euroclear or
Clearstream, on one hand, and participants in DTC, on the other hand, when DTC is the depositary, would also be subject to DTC's rules and
procedures.

Special Timing Considerations Relating to Transactions in Euroclear and Clearstream

        Investors will be able to make and receive through Euroclear and Clearstream payments, deliveries, transfers, exchanges, notices and other
transactions involving any securities held through those systems only on days when those systems are open for business. Those systems may not
be open for business on days when banks, brokers and other financial institutions are open for business in the United States.

        In addition, because of time-zone differences, U.S. investors who hold their interests in the securities through these systems and wish to
transfer their interests, or to receive or make a payment or delivery or exercise any other right with respect to their interests, on a particular day
may find that the transaction will not be effected until the next business day in Luxembourg or Brussels, as applicable. Thus, investors who wish
to exercise rights that expire on a particular day may need to act before the expiration date. In addition, investors who hold their interests through
both DTC and Euroclear or Clearstream may need to make special arrangements to finance any purchases or sales of their interests between the
U.S. and European clearing systems, and those transactions may settle later than would be the case for transactions within one clearing system.

 CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO SECURITIES ISSUED IN BEARER FORM

        If we issue securities in bearer, rather than registered, form, the applicable prospectus supplement will describe all of the special terms and
provisions of debt securities in bearer form and will address the special U.S. Federal income tax consequences of the ownership and disposition
of such debt securities (including any requirements and restrictions imposed by United States federal tax laws), and the extent to which those
special terms and provisions are different from the terms and provisions which are described in this prospectus, which generally apply to debt
securities in registered form, and will summarize provisions of the applicable indenture (or supplemental indenture) that relate specifically to
bearer debt securities.

 PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION

Initial Offering and Sale of Securities

        We may sell securities:

�
to or through underwriting syndicates represented by managing underwriters;

�
through one or more underwriters without a syndicate for them to offer and sell to the public;

�
through dealers or agents; and

�
to investors directly in negotiated sales or in competitively bid transactions.

        In addition, selling security holders may sell securities under this prospectus in any of the ways listed above.
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        Any underwriter, agent or dealer involved in the offer and sale of any series of the securities will be named in the prospectus supplement.
One or more of our subsidiaries may act as an underwriter or agent.

        The prospectus supplement for each series of securities will describe:

�
the terms of the offering of these securities, including the name of the agent or the name or names of any underwriters;

�
the public offering or purchase price;

�
any discounts and commissions to be allowed or paid to the agent or underwriters and all other items constituting
underwriting compensation;

�
any discounts and commissions to be allowed or paid to dealers; and

�
other specific terms of the particular offering or sale.

        Only the agents or underwriters named in a prospectus supplement are agents or underwriters in connection with the securities being
offered by that prospectus supplement.

        Underwriters, agents and dealers may be entitled, under agreements with us and/or our subsidiaries, to indemnification against certain civil
liabilities, including liabilities under the Securities Act of 1933 and/or to contribution by us and/or our subsidiaries with respect to payments that
the agents, dealers or underwriters may be required to make with respect to such liabilities.

        If we use underwriters in the sale of securities, the underwriters will acquire the securities for their own account. The underwriters may
resell the securities from time to time in one or more transactions, including negotiated transactions, at a fixed public offering price or at varying
prices determined at the time of sale. Underwriters to whom securities are sold by us for public offering and sale are obliged to purchase all of
those particular securities if any are purchased. This obligation is subject to certain conditions and may be modified in the prospectus
supplement.

        If we use dealers in the sale of securities, we will sell the securities to them as principals. They may then resell those securities to the public
at varying prices determined by the dealers at the time of resale. The dealers participating in any sale of the securities may be deemed to be
underwriters within the meaning of the Securities Act of 1933 with respect to any sale of those securities.

        Underwriters, dealers or agents may engage in transactions with, or perform services for, us or our affiliates in the ordinary course of
business.

Matters Relating to Initial Offering and Market-Making Resales

        Each series of securities will be a new issue, and there will be no established trading market for any security prior to its original issue date.
We may not list a particular series of securities on a securities exchange or quotation system. Any underwriters to whom we sell securities for
public offering may make a market in those securities. However, no such underwriter that makes a market is obligated to do so, and any of them
may stop doing so at any time without notice. No assurance can be given as to the liquidity or trading market for any of the securities.

        During and after an offering through underwriters, the underwriters may purchase and sell the securities in the open market. These
transactions may include overallotment and stabilizing transactions and purchases to cover syndicate short positions created in connection with
the offering. The underwriters may also impose a penalty bid, whereby selling concessions allowed to syndicate members or other
broker-dealers for the offered securities sold for their account may be reclaimed by the syndicate if such offered securities are repurchased by the
syndicate in stabilizing or covering transactions. These activities may stabilize, maintain or otherwise affect the market price of the offered
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securities, which may be higher than the price that might otherwise prevail in the open market. If commenced, these activities may be
discontinued at any time.

        Unless otherwise indicated in your prospectus supplement or confirmation of sale, the purchase price of the securities will be required to be
paid in immediately available funds in New York City.

        In this prospectus, the term "this offering" means the initial offering of the securities made in connection with their original issuance. This
term does not refer to any subsequent resales of securities in market-making transactions.

 VALIDITY OF THE SECURITIES

        The validity of the securities will be passed upon: (i) for us by James J. Seifert, Esq., our Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary;
and (ii) for any underwriters or agents by counsel named in your prospectus supplement. Mr. Seifert owns, or has the right to acquire,
147,935 shares of our common stock.

 EXPERTS

        The audited consolidated financial statements and management's assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting
(which is included in Management's Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting) incorporated in this prospectus by reference to the
Current Report on Form 8-K dated July 20, 2009 have been so incorporated in reliance on the report of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, an
independent registered public accounting firm, given on the authority of said firm as experts in accounting and auditing.

        The audited historical combined financial statements of the Alcan Packaging Food Americas business of Rio Tinto and the audited
historical combined financial statements of Alcan Packaging�Food Americas, a component of Alcan Inc., included in Bemis Company, Inc.'s
Current Report on Form 8-K dated July 20, 2009 have been so incorporated in reliance on the reports of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP,
independent auditors, given on the authority of said firm as experts in auditing and accounting.

 WHERE YOU CAN FIND MORE INFORMATION

        We file annual, quarterly, current reports, proxy statements and other information with the SEC. You may read and copy any document we
file at the SEC's public reference room at 100 F Street NE, Washington, D.C. 20549. Please call the SEC at l-800-SEC-0330 for further
information on the public reference room. Our SEC filings, including the registration statement and the exhibits and schedules thereto are also
available to the public from the SEC's website at http://www.sec.gov. You can also access our SEC filings through our website at
www.bemis.com. Except as expressly set forth below, we are not incorporating by reference the contents of the SEC website or our website into
this prospectus.

        The SEC allows us to incorporate by reference the information we file with the SEC, which means that we can disclose important
information to you by referring you to those documents. The information that we incorporate by reference is considered to be part of this
prospectus.

        Information that we file later with the SEC will automatically update and supersede this information. This means that you must look at all
of the SEC filings that we incorporate by reference to determine if any of the statements in this prospectus or in any documents previously
incorporated by
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reference have been modified or superseded. We incorporate by reference into this prospectus the following documents:

        (a)   Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2008 ("2008 10-K"), filed on February 27, 2009 (including
our 2008 Annual Report to Shareholders and our 2009 Proxy Statement to the extent incorporated by reference therein).

        (b)   Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 31, 2009, filed on May 11, 2009.

        (c)   Our Current Reports on Form 8-K, filed on July 9, 2009 and July 20, 2009.

        (d)   All documents filed by us under Sections 13(a), 13(c), 14 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended,
before the termination of this offering.

        Nothing in this prospectus shall be deemed to incorporate information furnished but not filed with the SEC pursuant to Item 2.02 or
Item 7.01 of Form 8-K.

        You may request a copy of these filings and any exhibit incorporated by reference in these filings at no cost, by writing or telephoning us at
the following address or number:

Bemis Company, Inc.
One Neenah Center, 4th Floor

P.O. Box 669
Neenah, Wisconsin 54947

(920) 727-4100
Attention: Secretary
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